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PADUCAH  DAILY REGISTER.
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filltGED COUNTERFEITERS
WERE HELD TO JURY.
1..l'onL.: of Davis is Fixed at :4;1,-Si"Jt3 and
war1;1.
Ingram Was Held in the
Sum of $1,000.
As a result of the examining trial
• before United States 
Commissioner
W. Armour Gardner yesterday after-
noon, Curtis Ingrani is now in the
county jail under Pomo bond await-
ing the federal court grand juny on
the charge of manufacturing and pass
ing counterfeit money, while Henry
H. Davis is under $1,500 bond for
the same allegation. Neither being
able to execute surety, they retililn
confined until they can do so.
Yesterday Judge Sanders, of the
police court, turned the matter over
to the United States Commissioser
who held the trials in the afternoon
and believed the accused guilty to
the extent of holding them to an-
swer before the federal court grand
jury which convenes here next
month at the postoffice building.
When Ingram was placed on the
ettand yesterday he said that he
knew Davis about five months, and
that last week at Fourth and Broad-
ray Davis ig company with a third
party, approached Ingram and told
suggested to him that they manu-
facture counterfeit money, Davis
claiming he had been in the business
for several years, manufacturer many
spurious dollars and had never yet
been caught the only object being to
get rid of them as quick as possible.
Ingram says they all then went to
the drug store of McPherson and
others after a certain kind of chemi-
cal but could not find it. Contisu-
ing lingram said that last Thursday
in the rear part of Joe Petter's jew-
elry store on South 'rd.,etreet they
manufactured one c terfeit dollar,
but the dies bro them and they
had to be made over anew, which
was done by last Friday, at which
• time they went back to Petter's and
then made ten or eleven of the bad
coins. The accused claimed that
Davis did all the manufacturing, us-
ing one of these gasoline blow lamps
utilized by plumbers, to heat the
metal which was poured into the
plaster de paris dies. Ingram swore
that after they turned out the coie
he took four of the dollars, but does
not know what became of the bal-
ance. One of these he passed at
James Vlaholeas' confectionary on
Broadway near Third street, another
he passgd on Conductor T. L. Het-
ring, while the third he tried to pass
on Conductor Sullivan, of the Trim-
ble street car line near Sixth and
Trimble. Sullivan detected the bad
sature of the coin, and Ingram said
that he then got off the car and
threw the counterfeit in the lot be-
hind the old plow factory at Sixth
and Trimble
Engineer M'artin, of The Palmer
engine room, testified that Davis had
come to him several 'times and sug-
gested that they manufacture court-
tejfeit money, as it was easy, but
Diann refused, that being out of hie
line of business. James Worthington,
also testified that Davis wanted him;
to gp in on theedeal, but he refused.'
Worthington said that he had semi
Davis with plaster peek dies in the',
engine room of the Palmer on sev- 1
teal occasions.
Davis claimed that he did
manufacture the bad dollars in re
of Pettaiels like In In S 1
Ow-being -asked-
patio was ing hi at th
Hart Hou -North th street.
where bun by ctives Moore'
and Bak claimod he ad g t-
ten n for pur se
* manufact ice, and th
I he had m e an •f bad
of dice at Petter's e, b did him
no good, cracking ach tim Ile
claimed he knew n hing wha
about manu•ct ing bad dolla
claimed any' tons icity whakfver,
cept acknowledgin he did t*llóut
the business, but took f.a,o active
steps.
Joe Fetter testified it 141r5
and Davis came 'in his plac last
e week and the latter habind
one of the blow gasoline 'lamps used
•bx. plumbers. Petter swore that they
claimed they were going to load
Nome dice and that he gave them per-
mission to go in the rear of his
house to do the work.
• Back in the lithe room where the
bad money was turned out, the de-
tectives found the ladles. some plas-
• ter paris, and several pieces of lead,
(Continued on Page Eight.)
FURNITURE
SIORE FIRE
BLAZE STARTED AT HEAD OF
STAIRS LEADING TO
.SECOND FLOOR.
The Establishment is Owned By Gar
ner Bros., Who Estimate
Loss at $r,000
1.414 evening about 8:3o o'clock
fire was discovered, upon the second
floor of the building used by Garner
Brothers as their furniture store on
South Third street between Kes-
!tacky avenue and Washington. As a
result of the blaze a loss of about
$1,000 occurred with Insurance cover-
ing it. •
I The building was full of smoke
which was issuing in volumes from
the windows before the fire was
discovered by passersby who rushed
to Third and Washington streets and
turned in the alarm from box No. 57
The Central and South side depart-
ments answered quickly and several
streams were rapidly put upon the
building, with the result that inside
PATROLMEN
SHIFTED
CHIEF JAS. COLLINS CHANGED
1:1".ATS YESTERDAY.
This Is the First General Changing
Around That Has Been Effected
in Several Years.
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zmIN:AcV:ITNHE NAME NEW STREETS
FOUNDATION.
Mr: E. L. Barber, the Telephone
Magnate, Illas Gone to Wauseon—
Other Business Matters.
,Mr. George Morris, Jr., has written
Mr. B. C. Loeblein that he will ar-
rive htre sometime this week wit
his man to set the foundation for the
ice Making machines to be installed
in the new'. factory Mr. Morris and
associates -contemplate starting ,bere
for manufacture of ice. He did not
say exactly what date he would be
here but remarked it would be some-
time this sleeek.
The new ice factory people have
never yet closed a deal .for their loca-
tion here bat Mr. Loeblein yesterday
said the papers were in the bank, to
'be signed when IA-. Morris comes,
wherein they will buy out the build-
ing now occupied by the peamn fac-
tory, at Firet and Washington
streets. The ptantst people though,
say no deal is on, only a figure being
asked for on the building, and this is
all.
Everybody hopes the new plant
will be started here as it will open up
competition for the old ice factory
of North First which has a complete
monopoly of the business. If the new
Dugan and Hessian on the Union de- 
concern comes they promise a great
reduction in the price of ice.pot district; Singery and Hurley on 
the South Third street and Mechan-
icsburg beat. By these changes it
veill be seen that the men in some
instances are given different partners
in addition to new territory. These
above mentioned patrolmen com-
prise the watch from ii o'clock in
the morning until the same hour at,
night.
Last night at it o'clock Lieutenant
Putter transferred Terrell and Mat-
lock from the Broadway beat to
half an hour the stationmen had South Third street, and took Brennan
things about out. and Churchhill from the latter dis-
The flee started at the head of the trict and put them down on Broad-
second story steps, and seemed to be "Y. These men work from is p. m.
to' it a. m. The chief announcesin amongst a pile of excelsior and
that these two latter changes are thestraw that came packed around fur-
nittier, and which was thrown over
:n a heap when the goods were un-
mated. Mr. Garner said he could
not imagine how the blaze started
there as no stove or other fire was
maintained in that portion of the
store. He estimates his loss at about
$1,e00 with insurance to cover it
fully.
The rear end of the second floor
burned out but the balance of the
loss was occasioned by water flood-
ing the place. The entire stock is
valued at about $4000, the place be-
ing well equipped for a small fur-
niture establishment.
1 Adjoining on the South side is
the livery stable from which all the
horses and. vehicles were taken for
fear the blaze would spread to that
structure but the stationmcn had it
extinguished before this was neces-
sary.
The Garner Brothers only opened
here last summer, having come froffi
Nashville and bought the store from
Thurman and Bougeno who opened
it six months before.
PASTOR ILL
, 'A letter received yesterday
ing from Mrs. Rev. Check
Waco. Texas,' said that Dr Cheek
was confined there with a se c at-
tack of pneutm and eakened
condition made
The -enninsuniestion
last ek Rev. Cheek
down to 'Corpus Chr
seskiill-days fish and hu
that while recreating at the
plaoe, he took down with a
severe chill, that developed into
pneumonia. He was immediately
taken back to Waco, where he and
his wife have been sojourning for
several weeks for restoration
health that 'broke down unde
rat straitt incidental to con
rk during the pr
t started Noveinbe and j
sed last Sunday ni ht at t Fire
Baptist church. Ili; riends
here will deeply regret to learn o
serious condition, and hope
quick recovery. Rev. Cates, w
been conducting the revi
went this morning at 1:40 o'clock
his home in Louisville, Ky., to
main indefinitely. It is probable
will not go to Mayfield and hold a
revival there, like he originall in-
tended. Rev. Hill, who has
helping with"the protracted meeting,
will remain in the city to fill the First
Baptist church pulpit until return of
Rev. Cheek from Waco.
For the first time in a year or two
Chief James Collins, of the police
depiartment, has shifted around the
patrolmen in general, he doing this
yesterday at noon and lats evening
at midnight, when the watches
changed. For a long 'while he
changed the men around over the
city every month, giving them differ-
ent beats so they could be brought
in close contact with everybody and
thereby familarize themselves with
all kinds of establishments over the
city. He thinks though that another
general change will better the serv-
ice now, as some of the men have
been on the same beat for newly
two years without being shifted.
Yesterday at noon in assigning the
new districts the chief put the men
as follows:
Gourieux and Senser on the
Broadway beat; Beadles and Cross
on the Frenchtown, Rowlandtown,
land Trimble street beat; Johnson and
Rogers on West Kentucky avenue;
only shifts fie will now make for the
night force, the balance being erect-
ed later on. He may make some
more this evening at change of
watches, and may decide to wait until
the last of the week.
Warrants Out for "Scotty."
Cos Angeles, Cal., March 20 —
Warrant, have been issued for Wal-
ter Scott, known as "Scotty," Death
Valley miner, for assault with a
deadly weapon on D. Johnson,
president of the National bank of
New York, and other people in the
fight by ambuscade recently, in whiA
Warner Scott was badly wounded.
ILOBiERY
CHARGED
EDGAR REED. COLORED, AC
CUSED OF TAKING $6 FROM
ANOTHER.
. F.1 Caldwell and Leo Thixton,
Locked Up on Charge of Engag-
0.4 ng in a Fight.
Edgar Reed, colored, was arrested
itiurni,tg by Offs.i Ft1rt1.•
and Hill on the charge of robbing
Jessie Robertson, colored, last Satur-
day moning at Ninth and Harris
streets.
Robertson claims that' Reed came
behind him after daylight Satur-
day morning, and dealt him a ecvere
blow in the head, felling Robertson
the ground, wh e his pockets
ere rel.s.P'.,f fore he could
nffler sistanc eed was arrested
officers at R a ixon's house
th and e white, were
this morning ne o'clock
Dugan sian while
in a Aght at the Union
The were intoxicated and
ed o fighting a third party
accused of stealing their watch,
develops the ticker was, taken
r two ago, and the officers are
t they fought each other.
re locked up
Officer Well.
'Officer Aron Hiirley was able to
be back at work yesterday, after' lay-
ing up a day and night with lagrippe.
I.
Telephone Magnate.
. Mr. E. L. Barber, of Wauseon,
Ohio has returned there after spend-
ing several days here with Manager
Love independent telephone com-
pany, and also Mr. J. E. Bergen of
the same concern.
Mr. Defer is at the head of the
gigantic syndicate that is controlling
all the independent telephone com-
panies in this section of the United
States. including the Paducah system.
He at Louisville last week announced
consuimmition of the deal, and ex-
pects td make that city his head-
quarters hereafter, oa his return from
a stay 4,4Wauseon.
Boost Paducah.
A very catchy and noticeable thing
along Broadway eacih night is the
electric sign in front of the street
railway and light office near Fourth
street. The Sign reads "Boost For
Paducah" and goes off and on, flash-
ing from darkness into brightness,
and %ma ver‘a. General Manager
John Bleecker is a very progressive
citizen and evidences through Ll.tis
medium his eagerness to impress on
everybody his 'eagerness to pain in
pushing forward the city.
New Manager Here.
Mr. prank Murphy, of Chicago,
arrived here last evening at 8:35
o'clock from the Windy City to take
over the management of The Palmer
where lie immediately retired and
held k conference with Messrs.
Charles" Reed and others of the old
management. Mr. Murphy was tire'l.
artdi worn-out by his long trip here,
so nothing towards turning the hos-
telry cwer to him was effected last
eveninit, this being postponed until
today when he/wilt have the hone
checked over to him. Until this is Mr-




arding the future manage-




Majdr J. H, Athcraft and wife have
returned from a several weeks' visit
to their solt.L_Mr. Brown Ashcroft. of
St. Louis. Last Siinclay the Tatter
was transferred from that city to
Chicago to take a responsible posi-
tion with the treat that controls the
preeerving businees of this country.
Mb-. Brown Ashcreft has been traffic
manager for the St. Louis Preserve
& Dressed Beef company for several
years. Now this concern has been
absorbed by the trust that sends Mr.
Ashernft to Chicago to be their traf-
fic manager for the Westeen deport-
ment. It is very important position
and friends here are glad to note the
responsibility of his promotion.
OPERATOR WHO CAUSED
WRECK IS SENTENCED.
Laporte, hid., March 20.—Judge
McMahon, of Porter county, today
imposed ah indeterminate sentence
of two to fourteen years on Thomas
Bascom. of Speingfield, Ill., who, as
telegraph operator in the service of
the Baltimore & Ohio railroad, be-
came intoxicated and threw a switch
at Summit that caused a 414 ro







,Capt. James Koger, executive of-
ficer for the local camp, was absent
list evening, and Capt. J. H. Hern-
don presided while Capt. William' K.
Patterson, the former adjutant, filled
that office for the session, account
the egular adjutant, Thomas Lang-
don, being confined with illness at
his home.
During the session there was read
a communicatios stating that in At-
lanta, Ga., March 27, there\would be
held a memorial celebration, out of
respect to the late General
Wheeler, and Corifederate c
from over the country were expected
to send delegates to pay homage to
memory of the distinguished dead.
In respecting the invitation, the local
veterans selected the 'following rep-
resentatives to go from here: R. M.
Miles, James Koger, R. J. Barber, J.
G. Brooks and Joseph E. Potter.
A nienber of other questions are
pending before-the camp, but ac-
count pf business and other matters
detaining so many of the members
last evening, they 'held everything
possible over until the special sea-






Sanchez Yesterday Stated That
They Had &treacly Contracted
With Parker People For Fall.
This morning at to o'clock the
Padueah Carnival association will
hold a meeting in their office on
second floor of the Dick Davis tin-
Eauter--Titird sts eet
near Kentucky avenue. This gather-
ing was intended for Monday evening
but postponed until this morning, at
which time the members will make
the many sub-committees who are to
help arrange for the spring festival
that will be given in about six weeks
here. The ti.ne for entertainment is
drawing so close that active arrange-I
ments must be stnrted off throngh'
these committees and things gradual-1
ly worked into proper condition by!
opening date.
The last of week after next the ad-
vance man from the Cosmopolitan
c onpany will come lore to help the
Padueehans arrange everything.
This company is the one that got the
contract to emit* the different at-
tractions.
Fall Festival.
!kris Milton Sanchez, president of!
the reduce% 'Traveling Men's club
that will ncxt fall give the second
annual festival, yesterday stated that
his club had &treacle. closed a con-
tract with the Parker Amusement







DELEGATES SELECTED TI JOE
WHEELER MEMORIAL
,GATHERING. •
Next Monday Night There Will Be
Chosen Delegates to Reuninon
Also the Sponsor.
There was yesterday afternoon
chosen by the board of works and
joint street committee, the different
public thoroughfares that are to be
retonstructed and improved out of
the remaiinng $25,000 left of the
Il15o,000 bond issue money voted to
(reconstruction of 'the city streets.
The question of 'designating these re-
maining thoroughfares was left by
the council and aldermanic bodies of
this city to the board of works and
joint street committee, which latter
boards held a conference yesterday
aftrnoon at the city hall and made
their selections after remaining in
session for an hour or two.
I The officials decided that brick be
used in reconstructing the remainder
lt.f the thoroughfares to be improved
out of the bond money, and that
Last evening at the meeting of the storm sewers be laid under the shoe-
James T. Walbert camp of Confeders oughfares to be improved. The
ate s'eterans in the city hall general thoroughfares to be improved are as
assembly chamber, the veterans pre- lfollows: First street from Jefferson
sent decided to await until the called lee Washington; Washington from
session they are going to hold next ' First to Third; Second from Ken-
Monday night at the hall, before se- Itucky avenue to Clark street; Jef-
lecting the camp delegates who are,' ferson from First to Second, and
to attend the national Confederate !Second from Jefferson to Monroe.
veterans reunion next month at New In making their selections the
Orleans and also the Young lady board and committee tried to pick
who is to act at that gathering as out the streets over which the heav-
the sponsor for the Paducah Veter- est and most constant hauling is
done down in the business portion of
the city. By their choice it will be
seen that they succeeded unusually
well, as every one of the thorough-
fares named have the heaviest of
transfer wagons and vehicles passing
back and forth constantly each hour
of every 'day hauling huge atitounts
ni heavy goods and freight from the
wholesale houses and other big con-
cerns that line each side of all
streets mentioned. These streets
have always been graveled hereto-
fore, and as result the heavy vehicles
,igasa kept the highway
own to mud during those
periods when rains or snows fall,and
they have been the source of great-
est trouble to the city, keping
them passable and in repair suffic-
ient for the extraordinary needs. For
weeks after a downpour of rain, or
visitation of snow, they remain in
dirty, muddy and awful condition,but
improved with brick this will finish
the work of improving the main
business sections and putting them
ir possssion of brick streets equal
to any the country over.
First street has always been an an
sightly thoroughfare on account of
the voluminous amount of heavy
hauling back and forth to the freight
cars the Illinois Central sits around.
on the river front switch tracks for
accommodation of the commission
and wholesale dealers whose places
of business or either on that street,
or within a few blocks. Then around
Washington and South Second the
use of the thoroughfares is very
heavy, because the city scales are
right, there. Up on North ,Second be
yond Jeffreson is tbe big powerhouse
transfery stables and other big tsJii-.
cerns.
The board of works and street
committee will now tomorrow night
at the aldermanic meeting , report
their' recommendation that these
streets named be improved, while
this same recommendation geets be-
fere the council the first Monday
evening N. next month for coneue-
renCe, If this is ...dant _the ordinance
committee will be 'directed to 'bring
in ordinances providing for the work
while City Engineer Washington
will pen 'his men to work getting up
the grades, plans, and specifications
necessary for the improvement, and
rush things so matters will be in
shape for the contracts to be award-
ed by time good spring weather
opens.
With these nine new blocks 'im-
proved, it will put Paducah in posse;
sion of about sixty-three Mocks, or
over five miles of reconstructed
streets. Broadway has alredy beco
rebuilt from First to Ninth, Jeffer-
son from second to Fifth, but con-
tracts already let from Fifth to.
Ninth; Kentucky overtire. from First
to Fourth, while contracts are al-
ready let _from Fourth to Ninth.
Contracts have elso been awardet
for Ninth, Seventh and Sixth from
Jefferson to K entucky- avenee and
this will be done' this slimmer.
white Third has been completed
from Kentdcky avenue to Third and
A
(Continuen, on rage MOO
SUED ON NOTES
ROBERT NOBLE SUED BOYD
AND THOMAS TORIAN.
‘'
A. A. Mitchell Claims the Prudential
Life Insurance Company Will
Not Pay Insurance Money.
R. H. Noble yesterday in the cir-
cuit court filed suit for $300 against
Alfred Boyd individually, and Alfred
Boyd, as administrator of L. A. Boyd.
Several years ago Thomas Torian
sold property to Alfred Boyd ond
L. A. Boyd, the two latter as part
payment of the purchase price, exe-
cuting to Torian two notes, both
bearing date of October 30th, 1902,
one being payable in six months for
$200, and the other being payable in
twelve months for $200. Torian sold
these notes to Robert H. Noble, who
now sues the Boyds on the ground
that a balance of $3oo is due.
Insurance Company Sued.
A. A. Mitchell sued the Prudential
tiigUranee company icri $tfia claimed
due on an insurance polisy held on
the life of defendants deceased wife,
Julia Mitchell. The policy was taken
out Jnne tath, 19t5, on the life of
The woman, with the understanding
that if she died inside of a year the
husband was to get only $62 of the
$12.4 called for in the policy. If she
did not die for twelve months, he was
to get all. She died January loth,
1906, which is less than one year.
The husband now claims the corn-
panw refused to pay over the half
of the policy, hence the suit.
Ruined His Truck Gardening.
J. D. Washburn, of Marshall coun-
ty, yesterday filed suit against the
Paducah Traction company and Mo-
torman J. P. Crane for $250. Wash-
burn slys that February 13th, lock,
while he was driving down South
Third street at Husbands, with a
wagon load of eggs, truck gardening,
ifloduce, etc., his horses became
scared and backed up on the car
tracks, and that Motorman Crane did
not attempt to stop his car that was
coming behind the wagon which was
torn to pieces as a result of the car
striking the vehicle, while the eggs,
produce, ete., were scattered all over
the street and ruined. Washburn says
diligence on the part of Crane would
have prevented the mishap.
TAX RATE
ORDINANCE
MAYOR YEISER WILL CALL
ALDERMEN TOGETHER
MONDAY.
He Will Not Let It Be Said That
His Action Prevented Reduction
of Ratio of Taxation.
any blame, should last years tax rate
remain for t906. It is even said that
some of the legislative authorities
wanted to do a little "juggling this
month so the $1.65 ordinance could
not go through, but they make be-
lieve all the time they wanted it,
when in fact they would-beneath the
surface, delay things so it could not
he adopted, but the $1.85 rate remain,
and they have more revenue while
I trying to mislead the public into be-
I'lieving they wanted the twenty cent
: decrease. The mayor is -about as
I shifty as the boards through and if
I any blame is to exist, it will be with
I the latter, as the mayor intends being
open and above-board.
Mayor Yeiser yesterday stated that
instead of calling the aldermen into
extra session right after their regu-
lar meeting tomorrow evening to give
final adoption to the tax ordinance,
he would probably wait until next
Mkoiday before assembling this board
for that purpose. At first it was
thought he would let the aldermen
give first adoption to the tax rate
measure tomorrow night during their
regular session, and then when they
adjourned, the mayor immediately
call them together in special aisem-
Hy for second adoption. It would
save the aldermen trouble,* because
all being there for the regular ses-
sion, they would be right on the floor
for the extra meeting, and not have
to come back to the building.
It is possible though that other
matters will come ttp by Monday
night-that• need attest ion_of_his board
and the mayor will let everything go
over until then before assembling
upper board in special session.
The law says if the tax rate is not
fixed during the month of March, it
shall for this year remain what it
was last year, $t.85. As it takes some
called meetings to get final action
on the measure this month an I it
is the prerogative of the mayor to
either call or not, some of the repub-
licans were telling it around that the
mayor would not call a special scs-
skm, therefore the rate this year, if
it remained at $1.85, would be be-
cause of the mayor's obstinacy. To
relieve anyone's mind of this mali-
cious report circtilated about him.
the mayor plainly, and in no unmis-
takable manner informed the council
Monday night that he would call the
extra aessions desired. He continued
though that one member of that
board had remarked they would
"force" the mayor to call the session
if necessary, but possibly this green
member was not well acquainted with
him, the mayor, who was not in the
habit of being forced if he thought
he was in the right.
The mayor doe& not intend to let
the Republicans work any kind of a
game that will lay on his shoulders
SEWERAGE
SYSTEM
ONE CIVIL ENGINEER WANTS
$350 EACH MONTH FOR
SERVICE.
The Supply Houses Will Sell Good
Surveying Outfits for About
$350 Each.
The replies are beginning to co
me
to City Engineer L A. Washington
from the many letters he wrote to
city engineers of other places, re-
questing that he be recommended
some good man to come here, draw
the plans and specifications for the
sanitary sewerage system and super-
vise the work of installing the addi-
tional district. In every reply he is
reeciving he is referred to several
civil engineers, and now he will con-
fer with them. The city engineers of
those respective places, on getting
Mr. Washington's letter, informed
other engineers of those respective
places, and the latter have already
writt• n the Paducah engineering de-
partment chief, quoting what they
will come here for.
One engineer considers his serv-
it es very valuable as he wants only
$350 per month to just come and su-
pervise things, but it is probable he
is entirely too good for this city, as
his figure is too bigh. The city en-
gineer here expects to have proposi-
tions in from many sources within
the next week, showing what the en-
gineers want to come here and to
the work. From the list will then be
selected the one coming lest recom-
mended.
Mr. Washington has also gotten
replies from the firms supplying en-
gineering apparatus, showing what a
set of the instruments will cost. They
average about $350, and one outfit
will be ordered from one of the
houses, and be gotten here in time
for use by whatever engineer i$
chosen to get up the drawings, etc.
mgmew -.94w
The late Samuel Streets of Arden.
lAr. Va., ho died on March 12, had a
most remarkable run of thirteens in
his history. He was born on March
13, 1793, and therefore died in the
one hundred and thirteenth year of
his age. He left, thirteen children,
thirteen grandchildren and 113 great
grandchildren. • In the last election
he walked thirteen mites to cast his
vote for Roosevelt. He had ,been a
member of the church for seventy-






This Place Has Proven Such a Mec-
ca for Enlistments That the
Government Made It a
Permanent Station.
This morning Lieutenant Edward
Reed, of the United States army's
main recruiting office at Evansville,
Ind., will arrive here to swear into
the service the eslistments made ip
the branch office by Sergeant Noyes,
who has charge. The sergeant has
five enlistments ready for the oath
to be administered them by the lieu-
tenant who will do this this morning
and send the new men to Jefferson
barracks at St. Louis, where they
will be entered into the infantry serv
ice for the regular standing army.
The recruits are Samuel D. Sterry
and Hal Crouch, of Metropolis, Ill.:
William Burks, of Kendron, Ky.;
Buhr L. Cahoon, of Fredericksburg,
Ill., and Samuel A. Sullivan, of
Hickman, Ky., None of them have
seen service heretofore except Sulli-
van, who served three years in Com-
pany G of the Tenth infantry, most
of the time in the Philippine islands.
Sergeant Noyes continues doing ex
cellent work here for the enlistment
bureau which he has built up to such
proportions that the government has
made this city a permanent recruiting
station. Since the izth of this
month, which was the last time the
lieutenant was here, the sergeant
had twenty-two applications for ad-
mission to the army. Of this num-
ber only eight were accepted, the
other fourteen being turned down for
different causes. The government is
very rigid with enlistments, a man
having to be perfectly sound f-om a







The Lyman Twins In "The Rustlers."
At The Kentucky Thursday Night.
"A Sad Mistakie."
There is a funny story told of the
Lyman Twins the famous comedian.;
who appear here soon. During the
first day of their engagement in Den-
ver, Colo., some time ago, one of the
brothers went into the babel- shop of
the hotel at which they were stopping
to get shaved, being accomodated he
quietly put on his hat and coat and
left. In a few moments in came the
other twin and very unconsciously
got into the same chair which his
brother had just vacated and waited
i patiently for the barber to commence.
:The barber of that chair on returning
from the other room where he had
, been preparing a bath and seeing the
' twin in the chair asked very amazing
,what he wanted. A shave said Ow
twin. On hearing this the barbers
looked at one anOther each with a
puzzled expression on their faces
, which became more so when the one
i assigned to do the job on feeling of
I the customers face discovered the
• same growth of the hair there that
had just been taken off, but being
, ashamed to ask questions went on
'with his work and finally ventured to
say, I thought I done a better job
than that. That's all right said the
twin you • mint have shaved my
brother, not on your life said the bar-
ber you can't make me swallow that
I know who I shaved. just then the
door opened and in stepped the other
twin. The barber looked foolish
,
gazed from one to the other, got hit
with three or four wet towels from
his companions and finally bro
wled
out, Yell I'll b.!. It's on me. 
The
twin comedians each left with a 
good
cigar which was on the hou
se.
EXAMINING THE CASE.
State Health Officers Rush to 
New
Orleans.
New Orleans, March 2o—Dr. Gant,
representing the board of health of
Mississippi, arrived here today, and,
iii company with the local health of-
ficials, visited the suspicious case of
fever at the Charity Hospital, hut
• gave no expression as to his 
opinion
Sent "Shorty" of it. Tonight Dr. W. H. 
Sand.irs,
of Them. 
state health officer of Alabama, Dr.
,C. J. Mohr, assistant health off:cm
'and Dr. Rhctt Goode, city health of-
ficer of Mobile, arrived, and Dr.
Mr. Moore Whittaker, bartender
at Bud Quarles' saloon near the
Union Depot, has received from Me.
Quarks at Los Angeles, Cal. a box
of orange blossoms that are very
sweet and fragrant. Mr. Quarles in-
tended to get them here in time for
St. Patrick day, but they were, 'de-
layed in transit and did not arrive
until Monday, two days late.
Mx. Wittaker is having a supple-
mental day for St. Patrick and pin-
ning them on his friends anyhow.
Somebody playetikoke on Speak-
er Cannon one day last week and
"Uncle Joe- is looking for the per-
petrator. When the speaker sat
down at his desk he found a slip of
paper asking him to call up No. so-
an-so on the phone. He did as he-
quested. saying: "Do you want me?"
"I don't know," came back the an-
swer. "Well, I haven't time to he
fooling around here; do you want
sue?" "This is the government hos-
pital for the insane," was the reply.




Florence, acting health officer of
Texas, is expected in the morning.
Some time in the forenoon all the
visiting physicians will be taken to
the hospital, and their conclusions
on the case made known.
DAVID B. HILL QUITS WORK.
Veteran Democratic Leader Announ-
ces His Retirement from
Business.
Albany, N. C. March 20.—Da‘ ..1 B
Hill, the veteran democratic pn:itic-
ian. has announced that he will give
ur all business and devote his time
to regaining his health.
Penalties of City Life.
Steel dust formed in the New
York subway by the brake shoes
and friction on the rails is tutting
into the lungs of travelers in t1:: big
tube. This is one of the penalties' of
urban hurry and congestion. The
man who milks fourteen cows before
breakfast sometimes thinks he has a
hard time.—Minneapolis Journal.
A SCE/11E FROM -
." ELY/V:14' 7i; //NS 4N :/// E Pia n. cics '
Scene From The Lyman Twins in "The Rustlers" at The Kentticky
Thursday Night.
We Invite Your Inspection
Of the very newest spring productions in
Wash Fabrics, Silks, Dress Goods, Carpets
and Rags. These fine new goods are with-
out exception, the most attractive in both
style and quality ever brought to Paducah.
New Dress Fabrics.
Some of the earlist spring ship-
ments are already sold out, new pat-
terns take thir place, quite likely to
go as quick. Surely we are hitting
the mark, on patters and prices.
At $zoo--
Dress silks, 19 inches wide, in the
newest styles and colorings, a large
assortment to select -front
Atoc--
Dress silks, 19 inches wide, patterns
suitable for ladies and children.
Ernbrodieries.
Our assortment of highgrade em-
broideries surpass anything we have
shown in previous seasons. For big
values Ate our values at tot and 25c.
New Spring Garments.
1 The really smart styles, the cloths
you will feel pround of, no matter''
where you visit, are here, and herd(
in abundance; don't forget that.
Ladies' White Lawn Waists, trim-
med with embroidery and lace„
.at _ s  gimp.
Ladies' White Lingerie Waists...
trimmed with val lace and inser-
tion $2.50 -•
Ladies' China Silk Waists, - 'em-
broidered' and trimmed wit's'
lace $3-P.
Ladies' Tan Cover Coats $5.00 to-
$15.00.
. Spring Fineries
Jewelry. Belts, Neckwear. Combs
and Veiling that will add just the.
proper finishing touch to your cos-
tume for a few pennies cost.
SPNagils For This Week
Gents' All-linen Hesmtitched
iLinkerchiefs, at 15c gual- ik
ity for 
Gents' Past Black Sacks, full
regular, lisle finished, at
'Sc or 2 pair for 
25
Ladies' Hemstitched and Em-
broidered Handkerchiefs,
slightly soiled, a ac value25c
for 15C or 2 for 
Linen Lawn, all linen, 36 inche425c
wide, at 
Carpets, Mattings, Rugs
It took some very tedious buying
to secure these new Rugs and Car-
pets in such excellent syl(s: yet we
knew what you expected from Ogil-
vie's and we kept at it until we got
the patterns we wanted and at prices
no more than for undesirable ityles.
•
Straw Matting' at layie, ilk, 20C and
ssc per yard.
Ingrain Carpets at Use, 35c, soc and
7oc per yard.
Carpet-size Rugs at $12.03,
820.00, $22.50, $27.50 and
$15.00.
$40.00-
L. B. Ogilvie 616 Co.,
AGENTS FOR BUTTERICK PATTERNS
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
WHERE YOUR MONEY GOES FARTHEST.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE-,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
MDIIK.A.H REAL- EST WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM!. EAMP
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. IVIESZERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR T.








Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident,- Life, Liability, Steam! Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 726
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
,Of Padumh, Kentucky.
Capital and Surplus $1515,000n
ID P. NOBLE, PRES. 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRE&
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular bangbig business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in fre
proof vault for rent at $3 to Ito per year as to she. you carry your oyes




ON A BIG REVIVAL
At the Same Time "Billy" Sunday Con- ada, and then hold them prisoners!
•
verted 9,000 People.
▪ - Ludington, Iowa, March 20.—Rev.
William A. Sunday, the baseball
phenomenal series of revival services
at Princeton, Ill., has received $12,-
000 in free-will offerings since the
first of last October. In exchange
for this he has converted nearly 9,000
persons.
Lonverts Number Thousands.
.Beginning at Aledo, DI, Rev. Mr..
esunday converted 2,000 persons and
received $3,00o as a free-will offering.
He then came to Burlington and
converted 2,500 persons and received
a free-will offering of $4.,000. From
here he went to Rochester, Minn.,
where fie converted i,Soo persons
and received $2,400. His next stand
a was Princeton, where he converted
2,500 persons and received the rec-
ord-breaking offerings of $5,000, mak-
ing a total of 8,000 conversions and
$12,000 in free-will offerings in the
four places.
In the Rock River valley in Illi-
nois, covering the northwest portion
of the state, Rev. Mr. Sunday has
converted a total of 20,000 persons.
Church Congregations Increased.
The question of the genuineness
of Mr.Sunday's conversions has been
repeatedly brought up and answered
in various ways. In places where he
has not worked it is claimed the con-
verts do not "stick." • But in praces
%Nacre he has nnasoiereu investigl-
tions altows that his work is in large
part permanent. At Keokuk it was-
found that about 75 per cent of those
converted are still leading the new
life begun over two years ago under
Mr. Sunday's influente.
In Carthage, Ill., the estimate is
80 per cent. In Burlington no esti:
mate has been made, but the congre-
gations of all the churches have been
increased from a dozen to 200 as a
result of Mr. Sunday's work.
As a remarkable proof of the gen-
uineness of Mr. Sunday's work the
local bookstores report that since
Mr. Sunday'. meetings here their
trade in bibles has increased four-
fold.
WAYSIDE 'INN IS A DEATH TRAP
4'Triveler's Rest," In Indiana, the Scene
of Many Assassinations of Un-
suspecting Wayferers.
Indianapolis, March 'a—Recent
disinterment of a mass or crumbling
human bones from amid the ruins of
an abandoned cellar near Lawrence-
burg, lad., recalls myriad tragic and
romantic stories anent a wayside inn
hich stood in that vicinity many
years ago.
This place occupied an eminence
overlooking a much frequented high-
way known as the Michigan road,
which skirted Lawrenceburg in its
• course toward Cincinnati and the
vast northwestern territory beyond.
It was established in the day of log
school houses and overland travel by
one Moses Bussell, an evil wretch to
whom the most heinous crimes were
subsequently attributed. The house
comprised ten rooms, Ralf of which
were fitted up for the accommoda-
tion of transient guests and was a
typical road house of those early
times. The barrom, that melt'sl
adjunct of old time inns, answered
the double purpose of a dramshop
and lounging place for patrons. It
did considerably more business than
the rest of the house, being a popu-
lar resort for Cincinnati -"bloods,"
who were wont to congregate there
to drink, gamble, and witness prize
fights, cocking mains and other
equally 4uestionably amusements
frequently provided for their educa-
tion. Russell called his tavern the
"Traveler's Rest," a name grew-
somely in keeping with grisly rumors
to the effect that within in its walls
a many an unfortunate traveller had
found the "rest which knows no
waking."
One room in the inn was construc-
ted by Buisell himself. It was a
very small chamber on the ground
fioor in the rear of the place, and :t
is alleged few persons save the land-
lord or his wife ever entered it to
emerge alive. When, years later, the
house was demolished it was discov-
ered that the floor of this room was
merely a trap whicb, by means of a
nicely adjusted mechanism of Bus-
sell's construction, could be expedi-
tiously and noiselessly lowered into
the regions below. •
Thus, it is said, whenever, a trav-
eller of prosperous appearance lodg-
-- .4--eet-trt --the inn- he vray-smigned to- this-•
room, and while he slept was, low-
ered ifte the underground apartment
there to be murdered and robbed by
the fiendiah landlord or his villain-
ous accomplices, and his body buried
beneath the floor of the cellar. The
bones recently exhumed are believed
to have been those of some of Bus-
sell's victims. The landlord it Is said
gained his inspiration for this dia-
bolical contrivance from a novel de-
picting the manner in which an Eng-
4ish inn, keeper entrapped and mur-
dered travelers, whieh gave-. an ex-
haustive description of the modus
.operardi, whereby the 'death trap
was built and operated.
Edward G. Cornelius, at one time
a leading merchant of the middle
west and for many years identified
with the Indianapolis mercantile firm
of tByram, Cornelius & Co., once re-
lated a thrilling experience that be-
fell him in Russell's place.
Wild Revelry at "the Rest."
In the summer of 1846 he, accom-
panied by his brother-in-law, Dr. Da-
vid B. Abbott, a successfpl Indiana
practtoner, in making a trip to Illi-
nois on horseback stopped at the
"Traveler's Rest." They found the
place a scene of wild revelry, and
were glad to retire at an early hour
in order to escape the sickening odor
and foul language that permeated
the atmosiThere of the barroom. The
villainous appearance of the men
hovering about the bar had bred in
their minds dire apprehensions con-
cerning the safety of a considerable
sum of money in their possession,
and it was decided that they not
both sleep .at once. Mr Cornelius
agreed to 'ceep watch until midnight,
whereupon the physician threw him-
self fully dressed upon the bed and
fell asleep. Toward the close of his
lonely vigil Mr. Cornelius who, de-
spite his efforts to keep awake, hal
drifted into a semi-slumber, was
aroused by a slight vibration of the
floor, which, to his horror, he per-
ceived was gradually receding from
its former position. Instantly com-
prehending the nature of the trap
into which they had been lured, the
merchant awakened his companion,
and together they succeeded in gain-
ing a window of the room just be-
fore the floor dropped into the pit-
chy recesses of the cellar. No time
was wasted in the escape from the
house and the imperilled travelers
mounted their horses, gained the
shelter of the forest just in season to
escape a storm of bullets frred after
them by the baffled robbers.
Beside his wife, a large woman of
sinister aspect, who is said to have
been implicated in most of the vil-
lainies perpetrated by her liege lord,
Russell's family consisted of two
!children, a son and a daughter.
1 Andrew, the son, was a powerful
evil looking fellow, the prototype of
his father, who in early days acquir-
gambler and bully. He won consid-
erable renown through his great
physical prowess, being an adept at
a certain brutal form of contest then
in vogue. This was known as "but-
ting," and consisted in the assuming
by the contestant of positions some
ten paces apart whence, at the com-
mand of a referee, they would rush
forward with lowsse_t heads In _dash
their craniums together with fearful
force. Young Russell is said to hare
killed several opponents in such con-
tests, and subsequently to have met
retributive justice in a like manner.
Daughter Winsome Girl.
On the other hand, Martha, the
daughter, is said to have been a
beautiful, winsome girl, the personi-
fication of innocence and virtue, and
it seemed a strange incongruity that
she should have been the offspring
'of such. • pitrente.- Her • 'relationship,
on this account, to the people at the
inn wis oft?ti 'doubted, and it was
believed by many"that Russell had
abducted her in infancy from a sta-
tion in life far above his own. Not-
withstanding the fact that her par-
ents and brother were kind to her
in their rtido way, she led a lonely
and cheerkss life in the old tavern
for the Bussells •did4sto, t encourage
intimacy on the part of neighbors,
acaree though they were, and the
[characters. so ‘distastefid to her thatshe was glad to shun their society.She married an estimable New Or-
lcans merchant and lived to a ripe
old age.
Moses Bussell brought up himself
merited opprobrium by the practice
of a form of fraud, quite common
during the days of slavery. It was
his custom to induce Kentucky
slaves to desert their masters by I
promises of transportation into Can-
in the cellar of the "Traveller's
Rest" until a reward was offe5.ed,
when they would be returned to
their owners. This practice. grew to
such proportions along the Indiana
border that a patrol of the Ohio 1
river shore was established by the
incensed Kentucky planters, who
dealt out dire punishment to the
white offenders. It is said that upon
one occasion Bussell was captured
by some of the patrolmen, who
caught him in the act of embarking
.j L4VC io a skiff, preparatory to
taking 'them into Indiana. It was it
a "butting" contest with a herculean
negro, whom Bussell was detaining
at the inn pending the offer of a re-
ward, that Andrew Busse!l met his
death.
In 1850 occurred the closing trag-
edy of the "Traveler's Rest." Moses
Russell became engaged in a fight
with one of his accomplices, who bit
off his nose. tBlood poisoning set in
and Bussell died a horrible death.
The old inn stood for years, desert
ed and shunned, possessing the repu-
tation of being haunted. It was de-
molished a number of years ago, and
today all that remains of it are the
crumbling foundation and the grew-
some evidences of its evil character.
MIX POLITICS AND RELIGION.
Interesting Campaign for City Offi-
ces on at Clinton, Iowa.
Clinton, Iowa, March 20.—The
most bitter political and the most
ardent religious campaigns ever
known in the history of Clinton are
in progress here. The citizens' tick-
et, headed by James Peterson for
mayor and composed almost entirely
of republicans, is being supported by
the two city dailies. The republi-
cans have also put a ticket in the
field and now both factions are
working hard to secure the demo-
cratic vote.
Mayor Peterson has thrown the
city practically wide open during his
administration. This has caused the
ministers and church-going people to
take sides against him.
Champions of the republican
ticket have organized a daly
of their own and are distribiting it
broadcast over the city. Most of
the space is devoted to a discussion
of the political situation and charges
of collusion on the part of the own-
ers of the two dailies are freely
made.
Church people are deep in the re-
lig'ous campaign. Printers' ink is
being freely used, at times half-page
ads appearing in the papers.
Hannah Riddell, an English mis-
sionary at work among the lepers of
Japan, has just received the Order of
the Blue Ribbon from the emperor
and her request for better care of
the lepers by the government. is to
be dealt with by the diet now in sea-
Si ' ,n
Daniel Johnson, who is 72 years
old, has been chosen president of the
Mechanics' Fire Company of Way-
nesboro, Pa., and the company will
issue a challenge to any fire com-
pany in the state to produce an older
fireman. Johnson has been a mem-
ber of the company fifty years.
Illinois Central Weekly Excur-
sions to California. Excursion cars
through to Los Angeles and San
Fransisco as follows. Via New Or
leans and the Southern Routes ev-
ery Friday from Chicago; every Tiler
day from Cincinnati and Louisvill•
via Omaha and the Scenic Route ev-
ery Wednesday from Chicago.
Full Particulars concerning all ol
the above can be had of agents of
the Illinois Central and connecting
lines or by addressing either of the
undersigned.
Jos. Biggs, D. P A., Cincinnati.
F. W. Harlow, D. P. A., Louis
 _ 1
-John A. Scott, A. Men
phis.
A. H. HANSON, P. T. M.,
Chicago.
S. G HATCH, G. ,P. A.,
Chicago
OLIVER, OLIVER & WOREGOR,
LAWYERS.
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bank
Manta& County; Paducah, Ky.,
lbootii 154 Praternity
New Phone 114. Old Phone sn?
E. H. PURYEAR
Attorney at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building

















121 S. 4th St.
Back of every Policy of
THE MUTUAL LIFE
of New York stands .7.
The -first American Life In- F:













FULL LINE OF SPRING
GOODS ON DISPLAY...
Room 111, Fraternity Bldg.
D. MANNING SEARS, N. 1









BOTH PHONES acis-aos S. THIRD ST
NO. rro PADUCAH, KY
WALL PAPER STORE




A 1' .•-s, T T 7-• 
TIE TZ .THAT .HAS
L.  Or' taADUCAH,
THE VALUES THAT WE GIVE IN PAPER
DUPLICATE IN OTHER STORES.
itlitaiiinnaMonnur 
WE ARE SELLiNG GOOD
8-CENT PAPER AT • 5 cents
GOOD 15-CENT PAPER
AT 1 0 cents
-13111121Milalliffifflallara
NOW IS THE TIME FOR CLEANING AND PAPERING . AND IT
WILL PAY ANY ONE TO SEE OUR GREAT LINE OF
 1906 
WALLPAPER DESIGNS
AS THEY AR.E BEAUTIFUL.
Window Shades and Picture Frames






MAIM, tfIN6ER & CO
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 SOUTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH.
•
CENert write for ow big 1ILL IT 111111LBICYCLETYOScatal
1 
illICIfigaibil: 1111" et‘sVilrAilirIlLifil arglailie
=Low any ether manufacturer Or &OW in the world. •
DO NOT stir A immix frmt "Ye".at any 11r1ce,
or on any Aria of Isms, lstilyou lane received our complete Free Cata-
logues fftasksthig hod 6- ..wim every kind of high-grade and low-grade
Mainartriterworal e.raftlatestneweels°desrsist=ed learritlfblirseriMagicablerom f L°Wctory
direct to rider with no middlemen's profits.
kW 'NW Off wirrprkes. strand a coat (tomtit, Pay the Freight and
show lo Days Free Trial and make other liberal terms which no other
house in the world will do. You will learn everything and get much valu-
able information by simply writing us • postal.
We need a agefew Aimee in every town and can offer an opportunity
to make money to suitable young men who apply at once.
$8.0 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES ONLY
Pri00 2
po.m; per pair.Introduce
BE WISE AND CrZT A GOOD We Will Soil
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRES- You a Sample
ENT ONES PUT IN ' FIRST- Pair for Way
CLASS ORDER. WE DO THE
FINEST KINDS OF REPAIR
-WORK -OR ' ALL Kit4b1 Of
CLOCKS AND WATCHES. .r
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS
MODERATE. WE CARRY A






Notice the thick rubber tread
"A" and puncture strips "H-
and ..n," also rim etrip "Ii"
to prevent rim cutting. This
the will outlast any other
make—SOFT, ELASTIC and
you. . EAST RIDING. •
MIN, Wade in all skes. Iii. lively and easy riding, very durable and lined inside
th a special quality of rubber, which never becomes porous and which closes up small pueictures
bout allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied CUStoneeir• suttee
that their tires have only been pumped up once or twice in a whole season. They weigh no mok than
an ordinary _tire, the 
puread. 
ncture res Hug qualities being give* by several Isyers of this, specially
prepared fabrk on the tThat "Holding Back" sensition commonly felt when riding on asphalt
or soft roads ie overcome by the patent "basket Worm" tread which prevents sli air from being
428 Broadway. squirted eat betwilus tbe tire and the road thus overcoming all suction. 'The regular price of theseI is ill.3o per pair, but for advertising purpose...tare making a I tot-tory price to the rider
of win! sok per pair. All orders shipy. sante day latter is retaiverVave oh ip c.o. 0. or approval.
TOri do neitS• cent statll you have examined and forted them atrietly air, presented.
We Mita atTV dlissocusA MI 3 per mud (thereby making the price e4.55 per pair) if you send
NULL KI ORDEM and eireloar this advertiseinent. We will aloe sand one nickel
Plated brass :wed pseauviag 1:611ronprom metal macture closets on full paid orders (these metalousetore closes to se of intentional Valk cats or heavy gashes). Tires to be returned
atAblin Fee if lug say they are not witirisctory on examination.
Vre are ally reliable Illioney tient to us Is as sate as in a bank. Ask your Postmaster,
Stake, press or IPtisight Agester me Editor of this paper about us. If you order a pair of
theft Ores, you Will Sad that-they will ride easier, 111111 faster, wear better, last longer and look
litter I1=sio4y tite you have ever used or sees at any price. We know that you will be so well pleased
that w you want a bicycle you Will give as your order. We want you to send us • small trial
eater saw Isnime this remarkable the offer.
Of) ismitiat. 
bulit-urairbeella, Middles, pedals, parts and repair+, and
everyth in the bicycle line -are sold by us at half thermal
prices charged by dealers and repair men. Wri e foe our big SUNDRY aatalogue.Do r 1"miff but write us a poste! today. DO NOT THINK OF IFILIVING •
bicycle or a pair of tires front anyone until you know the new ,tid









Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calimders
Framed right up to date in five m




NAILS, TACKS Nr.x 






(CARPI WITH ORDEN $4.66)
NO MORE TROUBI,E FROM PUNCTURES.
- -Result-of. 4,5 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
TUS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
be vulcanized like any other tire.
Two Rewired Thousand pairs new in actual use. Over
MUD CYCLE 001,1111Y Cepts• "J L" C RICAN ILL
••••••






Keguiter Building, 533 Sroadway.
JAMES E. WILIANLM, President
.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBIT.RT S. WILHELM, Secr
etary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail m
atter.
One Year $5.00
Kix Months  2.50
Three Months  Las
One Week   .10
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Ctunberland 318.
Wednesday Morning, March at.
Municipal Franchises.
If the people of thie city have aide'
doubts of theehundreils thousands
of dollars thit hive been virtually
thrown away by its representatives
in the last tlinty years, they should
but reflect totem the value. of the
local franchis4 that have been grant-
ed in tli4Fit Those franchises or
'?.01/ttrtes ave been granted are
e today actuallr.worth upwards of a
million dollars, and what did the city
of Paducah get for those privileges?
A few paltry thousand's of dollars—in
fact for the street raoway franchises,
the water itauthise, the gas franchise,
the electric light franchise, the steam
heat franchise and the grant to the
Illinois Central railroad on the river
front did not net the city as much
as $2,060 for the entire group of
franchises. A dozen or so of citizens
got rich and others are getting richer
off of these franchises which the
7cpresentatives of the people actually
gave away, and the people of Padu-
cah may expect the game to con-
tinue for the next century unless they
rise up and demand that no more
such rights be given away for the
insignificant sum of a few hundred
dollars. The Baltimore Herald says
in any American city of 25,000 inhabie
tants, or more, the value of the
franchises will more than pay off the
e public dRit. Yet there are to be
found newspapers that boldly advo-
cate the people turning everything
ever to th.c franchise grabbers, and
the people actually stand for such
bunco games. We quote what the
Nashville Banner and Baltimore
Herald have to say on the subject;
The Banner says:
more or less interesting sidelights on
the versatility of corporations. The
value of the franchises in an Ameri-
can city of 25,000 or more inhabitants
would be enough, in most cases, to
liquidate its public debt. Yet these
grants have been handed out with
absolute recklessness as to the extent
of the probity of those to whom they
were given and the uses to which
they were to be put.
"The decision recently rendered by
the Suptemr court of the United
States in the case of several street
railways operating in the city of
Chicago practically places the com-
panies affected at the option of the
city and in ,this respect strengthens
'the movement for municipal owner-
ship, at least in so far as it gives
the city the lever by which such a
change could be worked. The Chi-
cago Seeeet Covor4tional
had securedi firanclikei in the
city under (lie contract form now in
vogue. se•hich practically divests the
-a' city of its property rights in these
franchises, but the lines ,were ex-
tended from time to time with the
growth of the city and for these ;IA
tensions the companies could 
c
e e
oaky abort time franchises. To hold
these extensions the railway corpora-
tions went to the legislature and had
their charters extended ninety-nine
years and then set up the claim that
t!'e` : el their cliartere
carried with it the extension of their
franchis(s. The case was taken to
the Supreme court and the decision
of that court was adverse to the con-
tention of the railways and yodeled a
number of franchises that had outrun
their time. The city now holds the
to the west.
"This case- emphaizes the import-. Taking everything into considera-
ance of care in safeguarding muni-
cipal rights in the granting of fran-
chises. The Baltimore Herald, re-
ferring to the Supreme court's deci-
sion in the Chicago case advises
against the granting by th cit), of
Baltimore of additional franchi-es
asked by the United Railways co-n-
pany of that city for the period of •
fifty years. The Herald urges that
their franchises should be limited to
fifteen years, ar a period long
enough under the contract form.
Concerning this form of franchise the of a client whom he knows to be
Herald says: guilty of violating the law has been
"Fifty years ago the form of debated for centuries, and by mostwealth represented in ftanchiseel
scarcely' existed. The decision in the lawyers answered in the affirmati
ve,
famous Dartmouth College case, gie. I says the Owensboro Enquirer. But
ing to grants of this sort the legal, this attitude has inevitably been fol-
status of contracts -vittiett /Wight not lowed by a weakening of the lawyers'
be. impaired by the state or the city,
, chested iby one stroke a form of
ritoral code, until ,too frequently the
bemuse Stibject to abrogation at th.• practice of their proaf:
or 
cssion becomes
will of the auth ity issuing it riite a mere war of witi, in whict 0'7
an enfranchised privilege of inestim- question of right or wrong does not
able value. enter at all, and victory at any
New Street ImprP•ement.
At the meeting of the board of
public works and the joint street
committee yesterday afternoon, the
question of recommending the streets
to be improved with the! balsnee of
the street bond money ;was fully dis-
cussed and the decision, reached was
unanimous. If the gerreral tuxtcil
adopts the recommendations it silents
that entire business section of the
city will be paved with improved
material and makes thesimprovement
solidly cover that areas :
The condition of First street •for
years past has been a disgrace to the
city, and at times the black mud' has
'been so deep as to stall ti.ams along
those blocks. The rivet front is the
first portion of the city to be seen
by the thousands who arrive by river,
l
and thousands of the citizens who
visit the river front for business or
pleasure must pass along a dirty . and
filthy highway; wagons with freight
for the river use Kentucky Avenue
and Broadway and the travel over
those streets are other outlets; with
First street, Washington street from
First to Third street, and Jefferson
from First to Second street im-
proved gives the relief so much need-
ed, and that will be needed more and
more every year. Hauling ironer the
manufacturing districts will have im-
proved streets from the end of Third
street, down Washington street and
First street to the wharf, as it is
now those heavy wagons turn down
Kentucky avenue and Broadway. The
improvement of Jefferson from First
to Second streets will make that
thoroughfare improved from the river
to Ninth street and accommodate the
hauling from the Illinois Central de-
pot and outlying tobacco warehouses
direct to the river without using
Broadway.
The improvement
in front of the city scales lot is
something that has been needed for
years to accommodate the many
wagons from the country with hay
and grain, and the next block is being
filled up with wholesale houses,
which demands better streets, while
the block on north Second street
from Jefferson to Monroe street has
always been an eyesote to the city,
and much heavy hauling of sand and
gravel is found on that block from
the transfer yards.
The amount of money remaining
of the street bonds -fund is but
$25,000, of enough for the city's prop-
osition of reconstructing nine or (en
blocks, after paying for it; part of
South Third, Kentucky, Broadway,
Jefferson and the cross streets now
under contract. The city engineer
Sava 4,” iis.ppiniyn „that'it was ine-1
erectiatipito bimli4eVE ,the cross
of Second street
tion, the blocks recommended, not
only need reconstructing more than
any others in the city, but if improved
will pist the improved streets in a
solid area and give the city a more
substantial appearance.
"From that time the American cost is the sole aim, while the great-cities have been taking lessons in
values front franchise grabbers and est la yet is he who can best evade
utility monopolists. They also had the I. 's enforcement.
eve s. • *.
,
* itievthe city on account of
no storm water `stWas being on the
streets • leading to the river outside
of those to he put in on Kentucky
avenue, Broadway and Jefferson
streets. That while the surface water
on the east side of the cross streets
might be carried off in the gutters
leading to the Jiver. that no way
could he made to take care of the
side of the streets unless storm water
sewers were installed clear to the




for it to be placed at a
than the gutters on run-
ning from the east side of the street
Lawymirs' Ethics.
The old ethical question whether
a lawyer is right in taking the case
A •
 111111111111Weenlielliallie
Never has this been more strongly.
felt than derine this winter, :n the
investigation of the insurance com-
panies, the Standard Oil, and beef
trust. In the diecussion of the
amendment of the rate law which al-
lows reference to the courts; this
feature has proved a bar to its pas-
sage from the rocognition of the fact
that once place this point within the
jurisdiction of the courts and the
.delay'iesulting will end in practically
defeating the intention of the framers
of the bill.




fusing to be served with subpoenas,
or answer questiomssubmielsed by the
court, had not they been shown how
far they may go by the lawyers who
avail themselves of technicalities to
yields. the' law.
No country has, had a lime glon
eious inheritance of precedent and-
principle than that afforded by our
constitutional and common laws, but
the practices of' the able counsel of
corporations and law-breaking mil-
lionaires are rapidly weakening the
respect of all classes for ,the courts
and law. This increases the tendency
towards social unrest, and anarchy
which must arise when the.poor man
feels that justice is no longer for the
tdCh and poor alike.
Modal.
The farmers and planters of tobac-
co are hereby called to meet at Gra-
bamville, McCracken County, Ken-
tucky, Saturday, March vitt, 1906, at
t o'clock p. m. for the purpose of
organizing hicaracken 'County and
pledging the lead crop of tobacco to
the Dark Tobacco Disteict -Planters
Protective Association.
The association is a matter of
much importance to the people of
McCracken County and the dark to-
bacco district of Western Kentucky
and Tennessee.
Several good speakers who are
thoroughly familiar with the objects
and plans of the Dark Tobacco As-
sociation will be present and address
the people
Every tobacco planter and farmer
of McCracken County are trrgently
reemested to be present.
CHAS. E. GRAHAM.
DOWNTOWN OFFICE
IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT
sio BROADWAY BE
USED.
Gerneral Agent Donovan Will Prob-
ably Transfer Geo. Warfield and
Harry Collins Dcrwn to It.
General Agent John T. Donovan,
of the Illinois Central railroad, yes-
terday'. morning stated that Messrs.
Scott and Dwyer, the assistant gen-
eral freight and passenger agents for
the road, had fort arded to Chicago
headquarters a recommendation that
there he oliened the ,dov.ittota ticket
and frelthe office desired here by
peisple. These two higher
officials were the ones here Monday
and while in the city they got options
upon several places suitable for the
office down on Broadway, but the one
they recommended used is the empty
building at.sto Bfoadway, that was
formerly occupied by The Register,
before the newspaper moved into its
new building on the other side of
the street. No. 510 is nos,v tempor-
arily occupied by the Palestine pic-
ture shown by Jack Whiteside.
Of course while the local and divi-
sion officials do not like to anticipate
the decision of the higher authorities
regarding the downtown office, still
it is a settled fact that it will be or-
dered opened. just as soon as there
reaches the Windy City offices the
Padaitahans' petition, accompanied by
the recommendation of the general
freight and passenger agents, for this
section.
:Mfr. Donovan yesterday said that
opened, but thee (kt necessity much of
the downtown office would practical-
ly be his headquarters after it is
his time would have to be spent at
the present freight department that is
on Sixth and Campbell streets where
all the freight, both incoming and
outgoing, is cared for and at which
place Mr. Donovan has kept his main
office for several years past.
Jtist as soon as the downtown office
is started the clerical force for it will
be transferred to this place, and
along this line Mr. Donovan , is
thinking of bringing from the Union
depot Mr. George Warfield, who is
now the general passenger ticket
agent there, while it is also possible
that 'Mr. Harry Collins will be shifted
from the Sixth and Campbell freight
office to the downtown headquarters.
Both these latter gentlemen are ex-
cellent attaches and will assist in
managing the Broadway office.
The railroad authorities state they
are more than willing to do every-
thing possible to assist the Paducah
people from a standpoint of accom-
modations, which the muchly desired
downtown office is a certainty.
General Agent 'Donovan has not
yet fully decided upon the balance of
the promotions necessary at the
Sixth and Campbell headquareers by
reason of the resignation of the chief
clerk T. L. Nforrow, who goes into
the general freight office at Louis-
ville. Accountant L. P. Kore takes
the chief ckrkship, while the balance
of the advancements will be decided
on as soon as possible.
When Messrs. Warfield and Collins
are transferred to the downtown
office their successors will have to
be chosen at the freight and passen-
ger depots respectively.
WEDDING CONFIRMED.
Dr. B. F. Reeder Goes to New York
Sunday to Ship for Panama.
Yesterday Dr. B. F. Reeder con-
firmed the report that some days
ago he and. Miss Minnie Sergeant hai
been married in Cairo, but kept the
matter a secret. Hle also announced
that next Sunday he goes to New
York to sail for Panama, .'s-here lie
becomes surgeon for the hospitels
maintained there by the United States
government, for care of the men
contsrocting the big isthmus caeal.
yust as soon as sots settled his bride
goes to join him. His location in
the canal zone prompted them to
marry now because he cannot tell
how long it will be before he can
return here on a leave of absence, as
he is under the civil service. His
bride was formerly bookkeeper for
the Jake Biederman grocery.
ENGINEER KILLED.
Engineer Butler's Head Struck by
Signal Post too Near Tracks.
Yesterday morning shortly before
daylight Engineer Hiram Butler, who
runs from Central City to Louis% ille
on the I C, was leaning oitt oi the
engine window near Horse Breech,
when a signal post too close to the
track struck his head' and inflicted in-
juries causing his death two hours
thereafter. His body was takee to
Louisville for burial. He was 32
years old, a man of family, and well
known here.
CARS STOPPED.
Looks Like Someone Malici---asty
Grounded All the Wires.
Last evening shortly before
o'clock the trolley wires of the o.reet
car system broke and got "grounded."
This shut off the current for a twig
while and none of the cars 0:? the
entire system could run until the
linemen finally found the breaks and
repaired them. It looks like some-
one understanding the business ma-
liciously cut the wire S and grounded
th-e entire system. ,
Hessig's Buggy.
In the suit of Lee D. Potter against
Dr. H. T. Hessig, Justice Emery
gave plaintiff judgment for $25, and
ordered that Ilessig's buggy be sold
to pay the debt. Hiessig owes Potter
for corn and other stuff Potter sold
Ilessig when the latter was operating
his distillery in Mechenicsburg.
BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic:and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
RACKET STORE
Just four weeks more,
then Easter.
Our stock offers many suggestions for your pre-
paration for this glorious season. Nothing is mpre
pronounced than our splendid offerings in Dress Goods.
Grey, Grey, Grey
DAME FASHION DECREES
GREY AS THE LEADING COL-
OR. WE HAVE MADE PREP-
ARATIONS ACCORDINGLY AND
INVITE YOUR ATTENTION TO
OUR FINE DISPLAY.
What We Show
WE ARE SHOWING LOVELY
GREY IN SHADOW CHECKS.—
STRICTLY NEW—A CLEAR
PEARL GREY 45 INCHES WIDE
AT ONE DOLLAR.
BEAUTIFUL MOHAIRS IN
LIGHT AND DARK GREY AT
Sejoc Stoo A YARD.
GREY • IN WOOLEN MIX-
TURES AT or A YARD-36 INCH.
WOLLEN GOODS, WHITE
GROUND, BLACK CHECKS AT
soc A YARD-36 INCH.
MOHAIR AND WOOLZN
GOODS, BLACK GROUND,
WITH WHITE CHECKS, AT soc
A YARD-36 INCH.
PLAIN GREY ALBATROSS
AND BATISTE, STRICTLY ALL
WOOL AT soC A YARD-36
INCH.
HIGH CLASS NOVELTY
GOODS IN GREYS AT 81.00, St.as.
and Siso A YARD-45 TO 36
INCHES WIDE.
WE ARE SHOWING ALSO A
SUPERB LINE OF BLACK





FRONT, COLLAR AND CUFFS-
WITH. ENOUGH PLAIN MA-
TERIAL FOR THE WAIST. THIS
LOT IS IMPORTED FROM
SWITZERLAND, MADE ON
HAND LOOMS AND STRICTLY
FIRST CLASS. PRICES FROM
$2.19 TO $3.48.
CHEAPER WAIST PATTERNS'
'...L0F 1'i DOMESTIC MANUFAC-
TURE—AT 911C, Sz..so, and $z.39.
The-Finest Yet
..A LOT 'OF EMBROIDERY
FLOUNCING'S JUST RECEIVED.
THEY \ARE FINE SWISS EM-
BROIDERY—VERY HIGH CLASS
AND ORDINARILY CAN'T BE
BOUGHT AT WHOLESALE AT
THE PRICE WE ASK. THE
PRICES ARE lisc, 89c, eAc AND
St.as A YARD. THIS IS THE
FINEST LOT OF EMBROIDERY
WE HAVE EVEN SHOWN.
AS THE LOT IS SMALL, ANDO
NO MORE CAN BE tiAD AT THE
PRICE, WE WOULD ADVISE
ALL WHO ARE INTERESTED
IN HIGH GRADE FLOUNCING
TO CALL AT ONCE.
PURCRIL &THOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY.
All Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS: does not be-
come dark and discolored
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT : • :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
SOLE AGENT, i6osi TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY
We are showing Great Values in
Baseball Goods and
Lawn Tennis Outfits
Come and see its. Our prices
will save you money.
Harbour's Book Department.
We haVe some few Base Ball Mitts and Gloves
left from last year. These we make




The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the care of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they pro-
_dist.—Unlese. Of colitst..7.9ii !..M1 a __1414.111111111
Hot, Water or Steam System
Only one fire t'ree needed and no dust or ashes in the living
rooms. Estimates free
Ed D. Hannan










































We have o de decided to discontinue the retail sale of urniture in
The Grandest Opportunity W
Padu
vote our entire energica to our factrry We will
close out our entire stocks at 114-116-207-213 South Third
. Ever Offered! Ir r;egngt WtoSPbre solt isonacebonitdee gsareleatoefstanopimmretuTitystoecykeroof fFfeur necity,raeduAcaThlOouSsTe:
 keepers to furnis?-1c-). Everyerything marked in plain figures. Come early and avoid
the rush. Terms•of sale Cash. THE PADUCAH FURNITURE MANUFACTURING COMI1NYTWO STORES-1F-116 and 207-213 SOUTH THIRD ST.
KNIGHTS OF
MIMS
TONIGHT THEY DECIDE HOW
MANY GO TO JACK-
SON.
Law Crowd Coming Up From Mur-
ray to Attend Red Ilea'. Ithitle:
ing—Sacret ardor&
-mri+.1d
This evening .„Ate hts of
Columbus hold their .wC1S sheeting
in the Elks North Fourth street
lodge room villtie itarill4r order
meets also. At this gathering the
'knights will decide bow many of
,them will go to Jackson, .Tenn., next
Sunday .for purpose of being present
. at the installation of the new Knights
of Columbus lodge there. It is not
probable that a special train will be
run, because the regular schedule of
the Illinois Central affords fine con-
nections between' here and Jackson,
by way of Fulton.
Many Coming.
Yesterday morning Mr. Lewis L.
Bebout received a
message from Sachem 
lng distance
ollancl4of the
Murray lodge of Red Men, at which
time the latter stated a large crowd
of them would be here Friday even-
ing to meet) with the Paducah broth-
reit' in the latter's hall on North
Eotitth street, to thoroughly discuss
the propoittion that is to be put be-
fore the next state gathering of Red
Mtn regarding establishment some-
where in Kentucky of a home ta care
for the widows and orphans of, de-
ceased Red Men leaving no ample
provision for their families. The
Murray members are like the Padu-
rrahaws, heertily in favor of the home,
and both bodies will instruct their
delegates and Cross intruded going
down to Murray Monday to meet
that night with the lodge there and
urge attendance here Friday night of
a large delegation from there, but








Tomorrow evening the Elks hold
theh •hot reguhr weekly meeting
prifor -to the time for annual selection
,of their officers, as one week from to-
morrpo, the Toth instant, the officers
will be. elected, to serve for the en-
•ning twelve months. At every meet-
ing this month different parties have
been nominated for .the respective
places. and this will be done tomor-
row evening. and also possibly the
night of flie 2oth just before. the etre-
lions.
••••••••••
No Children Are At-
tending School From Infected
Homes of the City.
Superintendent Lieb returned yes-
terday afternoon from Benton, where
he went to testify in the Walter Hol-
land case. Immediately on his
return he again took up the scarlet
Lever question and feels relieved on
not receiving reports showing fever
existed to any extent in families
out of which children are attending
school. He intends adopting precau-
tionary measures to prevent any in-
terference with the schools from
this standpoint.
He Monday evening instructed all
the „principals to yesterday make dil-
igent inquiry in every room at their
respective buildisgs in . 
in the 
as- until today.
certain if theifever ousted Scene of the evidence was heard,
family of any little ones attending but all not entirely finished with in
the rooms. The superintendent had the case where Ladd Diggs, colored,
received numerous reports that there is charged with pulling a gun and at-
prevailed fever in this and that lam- tempting to shoot his wife at their
ily, but attempts were being made to home out on After
keep it quiet by the family so the
other children would not have to be
taken away from schcoal, or the home
quarantined and flagged setth the
danger signal. He determined to'see
if there was anything in these ru-
mors, and this is what causeed* to
direct each principal to tee What
they could find out around their re-
seectivie buildings. Yesterday after
school hours each principal reported
to him and all stated that they had
made a thorough canvass of their
baklinga tutlailed to find where the
fever existed in any home that had
other children attending out of it.
This relieved the superintendent
Lees 'rodlike
The Pagles will hold noir weekly
t meeting this evening itroolic lodge
room on Sixth and Broad,way. Prob-
• abilities ere that during the session
some decision %sill be reached as t•
'what date the minstrels will again
I,. presented .to the public. Last
Wednesday night the performance
was put on at The Kentuely by the
Eagles, but the bad weatiher kept
nearly everybody away. so it is the
intention of the lodge to repeat the
production which was hue.
Carnival Committees.




George Ferrell Was Given a Contin-
uance Until Saturday of Malic-
ious Assault.
•
greatly because the fever got in pret-
ty well on the school attendance last
winter and caused considerable harm
for the time being.
Mr. R. L. Tatc's boy on South
Tenth has the fever, but no one from
that home is attending school to en-
danger the other children through
exposure. Driver John Austin, of the
patrol wagon. -has two children with
the fever at 'his home ,on Adam. be-
tween Eighth and Ninth streets, but
none of his other children are attend
ing. Councilman John Williamson'a
little girl has the fever at his home
on North Sixth street, but the other
child of the household, a boy, 'has
been sent to his grandfather's near-
by, to stay while his sister is sick,
and this prevents the boy from being
exposed to the girl, therefore there
is no necessity of excluding him
from the building. It was reported
that Mr. Charles E. Jennings' child
had the fever, but the doctor says
this is wrong.
company datitipply the shows and
To tip eeiT iMuiernenr- features - and
their man would shortly be here to
sigit up different things.
The traveling men last fall gave
the first carnival that was conducted
without a german village and it
proved a howling success in every:i'
respect. They expect to give these
;entertainments each fail and this year
will. start prepara4orit.off early so
things will not accummulate, last
experintce teaching theth,siot
to let matters pile up on them as it
takes too much of a hestie to get
them. straightened cit. •
Contractor J. W. Bean was in the
police court yestasday morning ac-
quitted of the charge of shooting
Lawreace Dungey, at the Blue Rib-
bon saloorr on South Third street
aear Broadway, last Saturday after-
noon. The evidence showed Bean
acted in self-defense, and the court
dismissed him. Ile and Dungey were
then each put under $soo bond to be
forfeited and paid into court in case
they do not keep the peace toward
each other for a period of twelve
months. Dungey is able to be out,
the wound inflicted on his stomach
"Trip to Europe."
Presiding Elder J. D. Blackard of
the Methodist district will tomorrow
naght at the Broadway Methodist
church give his lecture on "A Trip to
Europe" under auspices of the Home
Mission society. The admisehin is
twenty-five cents, and interspersing
his talk will be an entertaining
musicale programme.
W. C. T. U. Tomorrow..
-•T adueah-- W. - C. 'T. 11,-
meet eomorrox, afternoon at three
o'clock in the lecture room of the
First Baptist chutch. The exercises
will he devoted to the life and char.,
act•er of Miss Susan B. Anthony.
Each meinber jis requested to con-
tribute something to her memory.
Rapidly Sinking.
Miss Bertha Bennetl. who resides
on West Monroe street, is thought
to be dying from stomach trouble.
She has been sick for a year and





of the peace charge
Kcath was continued
Harrison street.
part of it was heard, the judge left
the matter open until today when
more witnesses will be examined.
There- was continued with next
Saturday the case charging George
Ferrell with maliciously assaulting
Will Hamilton at the james Bulger
saloon in Mechanicsburg.
WIDEN ROAD
MIME OGILVIE AND OTHERS
DEDICATED PROPERTY IN
COUNTY.
E. H. Puryear Qualified as a Notary
Public Before County Clerk—
Deeds Recorded.
' Yesterday in the county court there
was filed a deed wherein Hume Ogil-
vie and other property owners of be-
yond Wallace park, dedicated to the
county property of theirs sufficient to
widen the country road running
through their places.
Property Sold.
Property at Sixth and Elizabeth
streets has been sold byl F W Fur-
year to James J. Lally{ for jt and
other coosiderations, and the deed
filed for ,record yesterday with the
county clerk.
E. W. Benton sold to I.ula Renton
for $1,600, property at Ninth and
Jones strgets.
Ws B. Walters transferred to John
1-Tillman for $too, property in Row-
landtown.
If. Puryear bought. from J. Crip





E. II, Puryear filed his commission
as notary public with the county
eterlt yesterdAT •
, Licensed to Marry.
• -.-
Mit Riley, aged 2o, and Malissa
Wbettkon, aged t6, colored, of the






We Make Shoes to Order
369 Broadway, - - Paducah, Ky.
Subscribe for the Register, to cent
per week.
Encampment.
Messrs. George Umbaugh and
Harry Judd ,!--01111 been chosen' by the
Paducah lodge as this city's represen-
tatives' to the Grand Encampment
which meets this year at Paris, Ky.
Dr. hicks' office boa Broadway.
'Phone 432 . Residence 1647 Broad-




Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer from headaches—severe or
mild, occasional or chronic.
TiAry jlev.er fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF








L'ot of new subscribers added by
the East Tennessee Telephone com-
pany today:
1924—Burbridge, 'Mary, Res.; 439
S. 7th.
2374—Corder, W. T., Res., 0'-
134ensville.
2157—Cox, Annie, Res.. 1o26 Ky.
Ave.
2129—Eich, Frank, Res,,,4e' 1802
Broad.
2242—Etter, Ed., Res., 916 S. ,3d.
Like other commodities, telephone
serAce should be paid according to
its value.
We have in rhe. city _about 2,800
subscribers or five times as many as
the Inelopendent Co., outside the city
and within the county we have 63
time, as many subscribers as the In-
depebdent Co. Yet we will place a
telephone in your residence at the
same rate the Independent Co. is
supposed to 'charge and provide in
addition, long distance facilities
which will enable you to reach fifty
nlitlion people fom your home. Call





We Write Anything in Insurance
Office' 306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
gxcursion—St. Louis.
The Illinois Centre. a. R. will run
a special excursion to St. Louis, leav
ing Paducah Union depot at 8 a. m.,
March 22nd., via Cairo, fare for the
round trip $3.00. Tickets w41 be
good returning for 3 days on regular
trains. No baggage will be checked
on these tickets, nor will they be
honored on sleeping cars. J. T.
Donovan, agent,-Paducah, Ky. G. C.
Warfield, T. A., Union depot.
One-Way Colonists.
One the genii date, one-way sec-
ond class tickets will be sold at re-
duced rates to similar territory, and
to Montana, Utah, Washington and
Oregoo; also to San Francisco, Los
Angeles and San Diego, Cal., and to
41mocott and Phoenix, Ariz.










Thursday, March 22, 1906
Round Trip $3.00
Tickets good only on special trai•
leaving Paducah Union Depot Soo a.
m. Mlarch 22d, and good irturning on
all regular trains to all including
trains leaving St. Louis Union Depot
Monday, March 26t h. No baggage
will be checked' on these tickets, nor
will they be accepted in sletping cars.
,For further particulars apply to
J. T. DOKOVAN, agent,..
Paducah, Ky.






Will bring pleasure to your
home during the long winter
evenings. They are playing
now at our store. Come in
ana hear them. Then you'll












Not a drink, but a seasonable prep-
aration especially adapted for coughs
and colds accompanied by fever as in
La Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable.




& Jackson Sta. phone ay
& Clay Ste.. phase gS.
•
Bert Hall, of Shepherdsville, has
been appointed official dog killer for
Bullitt county under the Groan law.








We have any style you
want, or will make
it for you.
• e•••• •- 2.. le
RETAIL DEPARTMENT
Paducah Saddlery Company







We have any style you




F IENDS HARSH NAMES
Albany, N. Y.. Mfirch t9.—"Judge"
Andrew Hamilton, late "disturbing
agent" of the New York/Lifez 'loser--
mice company, appeared auddenly
before the armstrong cominitte in
the , midst of a final hearing upon
the committee's insurance bills, and
-demanding to he heard in his own
defense, delivered a speech so full of
bitter denunciation of his former
friends, and so charged with resent-
ment and unsuppressed anger that a
thenderbolt could ha - e caused na
greater sensation. Ile attacked the
treetees of the New York • Life,
charged them with making him a
scapegoat in the, world's eyes, and
with hounding John A. McCall to
the grave. He declared that every
dollar of New York Life money he
lied ever spent, was known and ap-
proved by the board. He told the
committe s that his use of this
money was by instructions, and fin-
ally warmed by his eloquence, de-
nounced the trustees as a set of
"curs" who had not even the attrib-
utes of virtue possessed by a
low dog," and finished by warning
the committe to turn all of the
"curs" out braily just as soon as the
law could do it. In closing he
said:
-The reason I come before you
now is not tO apologize for the
vouchers that were given, or the
form 'that they were given, but to
say this, that these men with their
responsibilities upon their shoulders,
and not upon inine, have something
to account fi r. They may talk
about a yellow dog, but a -yellow dog
is a dog of courage and of loyalty,
but the curs that stood around the
funeral that recently occurred and
the curs who know of these transac-
tions and shrui-'; into itheir shoes—
taey are the and that is the
reason that I c . • to spelk before
you, and to say that the great inter-
est of two billion dollars of life in-
surance and four hundred million
nollars of assets can never be safely
entrusted to the bards and the ad-
ministration of lot of, curs." (Ap-
plause) atteaeasse— atiegialk
SEES WAY TO SAVE THE YOUNG
Chicago, Illarch 19.—"Take chil-
dren away from wicked parents, have
them reared by the state and you
wil have :oared sonic of the problems
agitating Chicago today.
"Cultivate ond strengthen their
moral perception until they shrink
from evil—teach them the true dig-
nity and responsibility of parenthood
and in its far-reaching influence you
here solved most of the problems
that confront the world for all
time.
Children's Rights above AU.
"It is not inipossib;e. The paren-
tal rights are as nothing as compar-
ed to the rights of the child, and
early environment and teaching arc
stronger than. heredity."
Following a careful study of
Dicken's famous character Daniel
Quilp, Mrs. S. M. Jelly finds in the
foregoing a way to prevent the nur-
turing of any more Quilps. She set
forth these ideas before the Dickens
club of Chicago, which held its semi-
monthly meeting last evening at the
Grand Pacific hotel. The programme
was the first of the "Old Curiosity
Shop" series and several characters
were considered.
In applying the lessons taught by
her study of Quilp Mrs. Jelly said
further: "Even in the homes of
wealth it would often be better for
the children to be under the care
and tutelage of the state, to be made
ea men and women instead of pup-
4, which understands the business
pets and puppies.
I "The propagat'on of the latter cau
very safely be left to the dog fern-
thoroughly and never has been
!known to neglect its duty. Further-
more, it produces thoroughbreds,
whereas the others are of the mon-
keel variety and valued only by ourmultimillion heiresses.
"The one good feature concerning
this is the puppet and puppies
oallymate.
Great Possibilities in
"Quilp shows no mean
Dickens endowed him
(much suavity of manner, a good
lsense of humor, the ability to get
!money and, last but not least, if his
wife is to be believed, a nice little
'say with women. -
"Under the inspiration of better
environment and the transforming
influence of a bath, with a clean
tswel, he would have blossomed like
the rose and most things would have
Leen possible to him.
"Had he lived in the United
states lie might have been one of
our multimillionaires—might have
been president of an Equitable or
a New York life irssurance cornpanv.






SCATTERED FAR AND WIDE
An examination of the census
ports of 1900 *flows that Kentucky
has been particularly generous in fur-
nishing her best blood to upbuild-
ing of other states, practicularly
throughout the West. In the states
and territories in the United States
there were according to census in
TOCO, 546,265 native-born Kentuckians
Since the report there have been
many others who have left Kentucky
for other states, and, with the 30,000
living in Canada, and others living
in Mexico, South America, Europe
and Asia, there are over 600,000 na-
tives of Kentucky living without the
borders of the state. TA reach every
one of them, ii possible, with an in-
vitation to Home Coming Week has
been the task set for itself by the
Commercial club. Thousands of in-
vitations are being mailed daily, and
every effort is teing made to secure
the name. of evtry one who has left
this state to fight life's battle else-
se:here.
Ity- the appended table it will be
seen that Missouri has the greatest
number of native-born Kentuckians.
sa3,241:-Tififfiina is second', with 77.-
re- 551: while Delaware and New Ilamp-
shire have the fewest, 58 each.
The following table gives the
fewest, 58 each.
The fol/owing table gives the num-
ber of native-born Kentuckians liv-
ing in the states and territories of
the United States:
'Alabama 4,207, Alaska 212, Arizona
1,189, Arkansas 20,641, California 9,-
988, Colorado 7,146, Connecticut 324,
Delaware 58, District of Columbia
1,239, Florida 2,169, Georgia 1,968.
kHaewaii 46, Indian Territory 8,622,
Iowa 9,060, Kansas 31,344, Louisiana
4,365. Maine 8o, Maryland 726, Massa-
chusetts 1,021. Michigan 2.669. Minne-
sota, 3,14, Mississippi 5,00s, Missouri
88,241, Mbntana 2,242, Nebraska 6.217,
Nevada 24 , New Hampshire 58, New
Jersey 5. New Mexico 937, New
York 4,632, North Carolina 711,
North Dakota 516, Ohio 53.464, Okla-
homa 11,715, Oregon 3144. Pennsyl-
-vania 4,178, Rhode Island 147, South
Carolina 325, South Dakota 690.
Tennessee 36,052, Texas 47.232, Utah
756, Vermont 64, Washington 3,896.
West Virginia tOlke_  Wisconsin
• I•90,3„ Wyoming 862. Total 546,203.
THE HIGH RATES START ACTION
Chicago, March 19.--What pur-
ports to be deception in handling the
funds of the Royal Arcanum was
alleged yesterday in a bill filed by
Frank 'H. Culver. The alleged decep-
tion is brought up in connection with
the attempt of the supreme council
to pass a ruling for an advancement
of rates from $1 28 to $4.65 for mem-
bers over 50 years of age. • •
The bill reads in part: "And that
the supreme council of the Royal Ar-
canum is now under legal liability
to pay to the beneficiaries of such
members, upon the death of such
, members, at least $6o,ono,000 and
probably $too,000,000, and that such
beneficiaries will have the right to
sue for and recover the amounts up-
on the deaths of such members."
Insist on Higher Rates.
The allegations of the c umplainant
I''
are that the Royal Arcanum has been
colkcting assessments of $1.28 for a
number of years; that this amount
has been paid by the complainant
regularly; that an attempt had been
made by the supreme council to raise
the does to $4.65 and this advance
represented a "saving" of $6o,000ssoo
to $100,000,000 to the society at the
exiense of the members who were
more than fifty years of age was
merely a veiled effort to extract a
right from. the 'society to use a
fund for "extension purposes" which
could not be so used under the law.
One phrase of the, complaint al-
leges that the attempt to raise the
rates amounts to a "repudiation of
contracts, is illegal and unlawful and
violates the obligation interred by
the supreme council of' the order and
the supreme council is liable for
Lar
•
est in the World
Correctly describes the Anheuser-Busch
Brewery. Covers 128 acres—equal to 70
city blocks. Storing capacity 600,000








1. H. STEFFEN, Manager,
Anheuser-Busch Branch,
Paducah,
Ceram( w Us Cawood
damages to the members affected lo
the increased rates to the amount 01
from $15,000,000 to $20,000,000.
Start of the Trouble.
The 'trouble in the Royal Arcanum
was started by the attempt to raise
rates from $z.28 to $4.65 .on a $3,000
policy. Many of the older members
claim to hod contracts by which
they can not be forced to pay more
than the first amount. The council
refused to accept the old dues. From
this small beginning the suit, which
promises to involve all mensbers of
the society, was evolved.
One of the points of the alleged de-
ception of the supreme council has
to do with an item of $300m00, which
the complainant -slteged was wrong-
fully transferred to %see widows' and
orphans' fund on April 14, Koos. The
claim is made that this $300,000•was
not necessary to the liquidation of
the fund or the payment of the wid-
ows and orphans and that it has not
been returned to the general fund.
It is claimed also that this $300.000
by lying idle in the widows' and or-
phans' fund instead of being invested
is causing a loss to the stockholders
of the concern.
TELEPHONE RATES
LOUISVILLE TO FIX MAXI-
MUM RATES POR THEIR
TELEPHONE COM-
PANIES .
Ordinance to that End to be Re-
ported Favorably to Gen-
eral Council.
Louisville, Ky., March 19.—Tele-
phone rates for business houses and
residences will be fixed, in an ordi-
nance which will be reported favor-
ably by the Revision Committee of
the lower board of tht General
Council at the meeting on Tuesday
night. Edward G. Hill, the chair-
man of the committee. said yester-
d:.y that he will report ordinance
favorably, and it is expected that it
will be passed, although there is
sti ong opposition to it from the
Cumberland Telephone and Tele-
graph Company. Under the terms of
the ordinance a maximum rate will
be fixed for all telephone service,
and it will apply equally to both tele-
phone systems, although the only
tine really affected will be the Cum-
rland company, as the Home Com-
pany's rates are now at about the
t!gtires placed as the maximum rate
tinder the ordinance.
'Judge A. E. Richards, the City At-
torney, has given a legal opinion on
the question of the constitutionality
of the ordinance regulating the rates,
—and—velsile—he—willessete--teta—what
opinion is, it is understood that he
advised that. the General Council has
the general rights to control the
rices charged by public utilities.
The report of the Committee on Re-
vision has been held up pending the
opinion by Judge Richards, and the
fact that the favorable report is to
be made on Tuesday night it an in-
dicatiou that the City Attorney ap-
proves the ordinance.
rl'h passage of the ordinance
means one of the hardest legal bat-
tles that have been fought in the
courts lore in some time for the
Cu' •berland Company probably Will
not submit without testing the law in
the courts. The manager said to!
the committee that the ordinance
will not stand even if it is passed.
and, indicated that his company will
try out be 'whole thing in the courts.
The ordinance has been pending for
tome month§ and the ldwer board is
familiar with its contents. Some
slight Changes may he made in the
ordinance as origitially drafted by
nr. Hill, but in the main it will be_
GREAT OIL KING
IS NEAR COLLAPSE
Lakewood, N. J. March 23.—Has
John D. Rockefeller suffered a physi-
cal or mental collapse as a result of
.the tense nervous strain he has un-
dergone for a year or more? Has
he withdrawn from his business and
church connections and gone into
voluntary exile because of this con-
dition, brought about by criticism
heaped upon him
These and similar questions Lake-
wood folks hate been asking each
other for the last few days. The
gossip in the village assumed this
i trend when the residents of this
'quiet resort in the heart of the New
Jersey pines heard if the extraordi-
nary precautions that were taken at
the Rockefeller place to keep visitors
away.
Now that it is known that a sua-
poena in the action by the state if
Missouri is not valid in New Jersey
and that Mr. Rockefeller need have
no fear of Mr. Hadley's process ser-
vers, the reason for the oil magnate's
voluntary exile becomes a mystery
to Lakewood residents
Said to Fear Kidnaping.
As to the reasons for his self-im-
posed imprisonment various stories
have been circulated in the village.
One of these was to the effect that
Mr. Rockefeller was in mortal terror
of beaing kidnaped. Some credence
was given to the story because it is
known that for some time previous
Ito his disappearance he was careful
never to go out alone. If he played
golf, attended church or traveled a
stalwart young Swiss known as
"John" accompanied him as a body-
guard. John is now at the Rocke-
feller home here.
Aksother story that spread about
the village was that Mr. Rockefeller
1:ved in fear of assassination by an-
archists. It was for this reason, ac-
cording to report, that Mr. Rocke-
feller always rode in a closed car-
riage when at Lakewood, no matter
hcw warm the day might be.
Worries Over Droghtsee Illness.
Worry over the condition of his
(laughter, Mrs. Charles A. Strong,
who has been in the south 'of France
for the past two years undergoing
treatment for mental trouble is also
said to have brought Mr. Rockefeller
to a state bordering on collapse.
Mrs. Strong is his eldest daughter
and he is extremely fond of her.
Mrs. Rockefeller, who regularly at-
tends- the Baptist church, was not.
present at the service today and her
absence was commented upon. Mr.
Rockefeller's secretary, Miss An-
toinette Adams, assured newspaper
men this afternoon that Mrs. Rocke-
feller was not ill. She absolutely
declined to say anything about Mr.
Reickefeller, however.
the same and the two boards seem
Iv favor.
"The rates charged by the Cum-
berland Company are much higher,
than those charged by the Home
Company," said Mtt. Hill yesterday
afternoon. "We think that the rates
should be the same, and for these
reasons we will report favorably on
the ordinance. The ordinance fixes
the prices at the same figures as,Arg,
1:0w charged by the Home Company.
This is reasonable, for the company
tharging the less sum is able to
make money and we cannot see why
the people should have to pay more
for the other line."
BACK TO HILLS.
Marshal Darragh Has Bloodhoundt
on Trail of Wickliffea.
Vinita. I T. March ao.)--United
States Marshal Darragh departed for ,
the hills with a posse of a dozen
deputies and with bloodhounds to.
go on the trail of the Wicrklifie out-
laws who waylayed six deputy mar-
shals last Sunday
Deputy Marshal A. G. Long and
Charles Wheat arrived here tonight
with Jim Wickliffe and Louis Wick-
liffe, uncles of the Wickliffe • boys,
asd two fullblood Cherokee prison-
ers. They left Kansas early this
morning and up to that time no trace
of the Wickliffe boys had been.
found.
Jim Wickliffe, one of the prison.
ers, haw been accused of making
many iiicendiary speeches. at the
Night Hawk stump dances. Both the
uncles denied emphatically. any
knowledge of the fugitives.
SEEK REFUGE IN AMERICA'.
•
With Money to Pay Passage. boo
Macedonians Leave Homes.
Belgrade Servia, Mtirrch 20.---Six
hundred Macedonian emigrants. left.
here totPay for the United States by
way of Flame. All of them pos-
sessed sufficient fundb to permit of
their entering the United States.
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IT RIFSION BY WIRE. ' AN OX RACE IN GERMANY. THE COLORS OF SYRIA*
,EVENTED BY HAVING SR-
IRET TELEPHONE NUMBRRS.
ivate and Luciness 'Phones That
Are Not Listed-Efforts Med.
by Outailleu•s to Discover
Them.
'Tee, they call me Sapphire," cheer-
ly admitted the operator of the tele-
ni• switchboard in a large business
ass, reports the New York Sun. "It's
*use I'm such an accomplished liar,
a know. •
'But, then, that is one of the things
Paid for; so it really isn't my fault
1; don't let it worry me. Perhaps the
at frequent lie I have to tell is when
im asked about a dozen times a day
the president has a private telephone
1-one not in the regular telephone
ohterf, you know.
IX course be has, he'd be in the M-
ee asylum If be hadn't; but he doesn't
at. everybody to know it. The tel-
hone was getting such a nuisance to
daunt wen that a lot of them have
I to do this.
"Now, when a mans private tale.
one rings be knows it really Is a w-
eal. call, an only a few people have
i umber. It is a direct call from 'Cau-
l!' and does not come over the regular
Ws switchboard at all.
Myer/ operator of a private switch-
▪ Sid of course. every 'central,' is
Orithillarleig thrive Ortboa.rtibe
OA: #tÔs# lelairoat
Wm this Inforaiatioa out of us, but
ap don't sosseed."
•savomplaggpsa wood
ming a prt4WkofidiL" maid elawyar. "1
111,411ralt.tais plan saved me from a
smell* breakdown last year.
"Cy private secretary has chares of
s telephone supposed by the until,-
ited to be the only orie by which lean
reached personally. Nine times out
ten the questions can be settled with-
t referring to me. Occasionally, of
arse, I have to speak to the person my-
11.
illat there wee • time a few years ago
!ma I could not dictate so much as •
tO my stenographer without being
terrupted half a dozen times. That en-
pirating little tIngn-ling has been,
e death knell to many a finely phrased
tier. As for important documents,
ben dictating anything that required
rtous thought I was obliged to have
entirely separate room where I was
absolutely 'out as though in my home
nown.
"While, of course, I did not pretend
speak to every person who called for
• on the telephone, still I was called
fly often. It is very different now.
lily a dozen or so persons know my prf-
its call, and sometimes my telephone
mis not ring more than since or twice
day.
"The telephone is a mighty good Derv'
at, but with one's name in the public
lephone directory it goon becomes is
ard master."
"Yes, our house number is private,"
ild a woman who las many social du-
es, "and we guard It as we do the tans-
y jewels. Only our awn direct circle
! friends are able to reach us by Lei-
hooe.
"As some one said to me the other day,
site the height of modern intimacy is
ached in the interchange of private
.lepbone numbers. And It le true.
"ion would be surprised to know the
,ngtbs some people would go to discov-
• the number of • private wire. Why,
ould you beligmit, our stable is often
died up, and whoever happens to an•
yer is asked forever house number.
is. our telephone is now just what it
iginany was and just what it should
v--a convenience and not a niusance."
Names in Other Lands.
When a woman is married in this
ountry her maiden nano Is seelom
motioned. Many 'owls to shoal she
I very well knowq have never beard
I France. on the contrary. Limo. ore
Litigant reminders of the e:..rlier dig-
ity. ln Belgium marriege does Lot ez
Aguish it. for many married women
nen combine the old name with the
sw. Mpreover, they put the maiden
sine last, thus giving it the greater
IstinctIon. We can illustrate this by
apposing the custom io prevail in IlOs
euntry. In that case Miss Brown when
he married Mr. Robir.son would ha%e
sr visiting cards printed: "Mrs. Roe-
ison-Broa n." This double barreled
rrangement does not give the Belgian
Me a better social status thin the
:nglist wife's. but it Is very soothing
feminine pride.-London Chronicle.
-9711116iii -of The Chinese:
The verbal wisdom of the Chinese
as become proverbial, and appropro
[sly enough, It shows Itself promineht-
r in their proverbs. Many of these have
'ready been translated into English,
ut here are a few more, from a collie-
on by Herr Bruno Navarra, published
Heidelberg. %bleb may MI welcome:
It is better not to be than not to be
nythinp.- "Repentance is the dawn
f virtue." "Even the highest tower
Lands on the grosord.'"wan thinks he
notes e'verything. but woman knuws
ettfr." "Even the mandarin of the
rat claret has poor relations." "The
arver of liois never wcrebips idols; he
nows too well whet they are made of."
A day of grief is longer than a yearof
✓y." And so on.-T. P.'* Weekly.
Rowed, She Steered.
The boat drifted on the clear lake.
be man and the maid were silent and
little sad. "Dear." be said, "will you
oat with no z.lways-down the stream
I life?"
"The same rs non'?" she whispered.
"The same as now." said he.
"I will, gladly!" cried*e yrung girl.
He,' you see, was rowing, doing all
le bard work. She bra the helm, gimp
teered.-Mluneauolis auutuaL .
Beasts Ridden by Their Owners
Without Whip or Spurs, Is
the Rule.
In many of the out of the way dis-
tricts of Germany ox racing has long
been a very popular sport. The en-
trance fee for the races is small, but
the beasts must be ridden by their'
owners. The rider is not allowed to
have either whip or spur and he must
ride his animal bareback, trusting to
his voice to guide the beast It Is here
that the skill of the rider comes Into
play, as everything depends upon the'
•tralning of the ox and the ability of
the owner to direct his movements.1
As the oxen do not race on a track
It is no easy matter to guide them.
The race course is a field, perhaps a
mile square, the start being made at
one side and the finish at the other.
Sped is of secondary importance in
the race. Like golf, the sport requires
accuracy, yid the rider who can force
Ms lumbering charm to go in a
straight line IS certain to win.
When all the competitors are lined
up at the starting point the 'signal to
begin the race is given. Then the fun
commences, for, in spite of the riders'
efforts, the steeds usually refuse to
bead toward the finish mark. liaddes,
the difficulties are greatly increased
from the fact that the onlookers are al-
lowed to be is the field and may de
anything to interfere with the con-
testaats so long as they de est touch
him or lnie 'beast. Though oxen are
naturally the least excitable cd
thdi noise of the spectators soon
reduces Mega to • state of utter be.
wilderment Often an hour will pass
Wore ens of the ones is ridden undet
the wire. The vieter receives a small
mossy prise, which Is nethihit cam.
pared to the honors brought him by this
victory, and the animal is decorated
with garlands of flowers. Among the
peasants great events are reckoned
from the tines so-and-es won the oa
11111Cet.
UTILIZING THE ASSASSIN.
Inglish Writer Suggeats That He
B. Turned Over to the
Doctors.
Earevlous Warmth and Depth Nark
the Landscapes of That
Country.
- —
The crowning glory of a Syrian land.
scape, however, is its brilliant coloring.
Before I left America it seemed to me
that the vivid tints of Tissot's pictures
must be exaggerated, but they fall short
of the reality, says the World To-day. 0:
course, no artist ear Lope to reproduce
the marvelous oreol and depth of the
colors in an eastern landscape, or to
Imitate the vague, soft hues that are so
characteristic of the Syrian atmosphere:
but it would be &Imola as impossible for
him to and tints that were overbriieht or
to arrange theni in an order too daring
to be matched by the Syrian sun.'
The very nighta are full of color. The
moonlight is so brilliant that it is easy
to read a guide book; and, even on a
moonless night, and in the wilderness,
far from aoY city's glare, teeeterlight -
has been so bright that I coald see the
second hand of my watch and could find
quite a distinct shadow cast by Jupiter.
A moonlirrocene at home gives only the
impression of light spots and dark
spots; everything Is black or white pr
gray, but here is Syria the moonlight
shows all the colors of the rainbow. The
green of the trees and his, the red of
the tile roofs, the blue of sat and' sky.
and the white of the diatatfmotilitatob
are softer and more delicate, but hard-
ly less distinct, one fromodother, than
in the Minna&
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VOSUVItil,tIW the splendid range of
Lebanon, milli Sitting In 3ehei Sunnis,
alfooet twits as high as. the Italian
moultain, and for half the year crowned
with dueling snow.
• medical correspondent of the Lon-
don Lancet suggests th..t murderers, in-
stead of being hanged, be turned over
to doctors for experimentation. He do
sires for science the Privilege of studying
disease In the "laboratory of the human
body," and thinks that with this oppor
tunny the scientist "could look forward
to almost endless possibilities." 01.
these possibilities, observes the Phila.
&dolga Ledger, be neglects to set forth
details, although mentioning transfer.
once et' bovine tuberculosis and the
spread of cancer as profitable and inter-
esting problems, the solution of which
would be promoted by this plan. He
would ,use the murderer as a field for the
malign microbe, and tarn his tissues
later into a jousting place for a tilt with
the beneficent opposing germ. Science,
looking on with eye alert, would referee
the contest and make record of results.
Moreover, so sweet is the faith that In
the correspondent abides, ha is confident
the murderer would acquiesoe in the
wheelie of dying slowly, rejoicing not to
have his last pang aceentuated by the
presence of the uncultured hangman.
The proposition is not sew, nor, for
reasons easy to cite, can it be made
oprative. That the chance of being die
'oared by cancer or pi:abatis would, as
an alternative, be seized with eaoernese
is an assumption that fails to appeal to
the judgment, tempered as this must be
by bumane impulses. And it is of lit-
tle consequent.% The change would be
the substitution of torture for quick die-
patch, and be on a plane with the Chinese
method known as "the death of a thou-
sand cuts," a title grimly ezpianatory of
the process.
Weseagss in Ancient Times.
Carrying messages in olden times
oiliest for much ingenuity. "Nothing
in the world," wrote Herodotus,
borne so swiftly as messages by the
Persian couriers." They had over a
hundred stations, each a day's joeirney
from the other, and a regular service
of riders carried messages to and Ire
at the rates of from 60 to 109 miles a
day. They had their "through cow
tiers," too, for In the case of a spe
dally confidential message, the text
was tattooed on the shaven head of •
man, whose hair was allowed to grow
before he began his journey, so that
his letter might be concealed until he
reached his goal, where, of course, he
would be reshaved.
Boers Revere Buller.
lee IL letter 'tilr fib
South African farmer writes: "Many
of the fighting Boers have told me ,they
are quite willing to erect a statue to
Gen. Buller's memory in this country.
They declare he is the only man who
came nut to flight tlicm in .a straight-
forward manner."
Pride, Not Anger.
Miss Priam-Don't let your dog bite
se, little boy.
Little Boy-He won't bite. ma'am.
"But he is showine; his teeth."
"Certainly be is, ma'am, and if you
had la good teeth as he has you'd
show 'em, too."-Stray Stories.
Pity of It.
"A /pretty woDan's lips," remarked.
the sentimental youth, "remind me of
a rose."
"Yes," rejoined the ex-bachelor, "and
her tongue reminds me of the thorn."
-Chicago Daily News.
Rig Inducement.
Dolly-Every time you call, you
make love to me. I'm getting tired at
It, Hew can I induce you to stop it?
Cholly-Marry nao and I'll promise
never to make love.. to you again.--
Cleveland Leader. .
RUSSIAN PARISH PRIEST.
How He Is Regarded by Peasants
Over Whom He Wields
Power.
"Our priest," says the young Russian
peasant, who, through the mouth of
Ernest Poole, in Everybody's, describes
"The Night That Made Me a Revolu-
tionist," "had been the priest to our
grandfather. All of us children, and
even our mother 40 years before, had
been baptized by him. He was a tail,
thin, bard-eyed old man, in a black
gown; be had a long beard and stiff locks
of gray hair down over his shoulders;
his bony face was always tight and
stern; his eyes were dull; his deep voice
was slow and never had a glad sound
In it. He had no friends, but just rode
along the mountain roads alone; all of
us children, and even the old people,
were afraid of him.
"Once, when I was very small, I was
driving a goat, with my little sister on
his back. The old goat was so solemn
that some rich, fat merchants driving
by stopped and laughed. The priest was
with them. Whoa they laughed he, too,
tried to smile kindly at us. That was
the only time I ever saw him try, and
the smile was just a grin, with no life
In It There was an old story that his
wife had not been afraid and had
bossed him, but even she got worn out
end ran away. He never opened his
mouth except for two things. Either
be spoke to God, chanting prayers and
masses, or else he spoke to the peasants,
growling: 'Pay. pay.'"
MEN WHO WEAR SKIRTS.
_
ta the Orient Wearing of Trousers Is
the Exception Instead of
the Rule.
It there is one thing presumably car-
tale on this earth, in tne opinion of most
of us, It is that skirto are essentially
feminine, and that the special feature
of masculine attire is a bifurcated gar-
ment. But nothing is further from the
truth. affirms the Buffalo Commercial.
which prcceeds to prove what it asserts.
To this day the majority of the male ele-
ment of the human race, so far as It
wears clothes at all, Is skirted. The man
or woman who goes east will see skirted
men everywhere-Arabs, Cashmeres.
Punjabs, Burnaans. Chinese. Japanese,
Malays, to mention only a few. "The
trousers of the western world, though
they seem to the untraveled eye as fixed
and unalterable as the Pyramids, are but
a passing fashion in the history of male
attire." says a writer in the Boston
Transcript. The .fashions of the east
endure, while those of the west are ever
changing. That is true. Yet the bifur-
cated garment-the forked radish style
-commends itself to the progressive
J a min  1hiT thria Cal
In war, athletics and business in these
days cannot wear skirts, blankets or
kimonas. When the western races
CeaSe to hustle and sit down to meditate
they may discard trousers and revert to
the ancient oriental styles.
All Navies Growing Larger.
About half a century ago England
took notice of one fleet only, the
French. Now things have changed.
Japan has revealed her naval power;
Italy has a fairly good navy! Wilbeird
11. rules over Gernmpay and has an.
flounced that the cOuntry s future wet-
fare must be sought for on the seas;
the United States wish to have no
rivals on the ocean and Russia is be-
ginning to rebuild her fleet
Pat, Meaty Part.
"Huzza!" cried the first old maa,
smoothing the near eealskin cuff Of his
overcoat. "I have a part that suits me
perfectly as last."
"What is it?" asked the second
heavy.
. "It is the part of a recluse, and la
the second iict I have to cook and eat
Ft nissf• of real buckwheat cakes and
saulage."--St. Lola , Globe-Democrat.
IN THE FIRST OPEN CAR.
True Tale of an Everyday Incident
Which Had Romantic Fur-
nishings.
The girl sat in the last seat of the
first open car of the season, looking
back at the long vista of the street
they were fast leaving behind them.
Her hands were full of impediment*
though that word is perhaps more cor-
rectly applied to articles nearer the
feet. But a purse, a handkerchief, s
letter and several small parcels do
Impede one's progress, especially U
one be a pretty maid with a pride in
one's long, much berufiled skirts, re
lates the Chicago Record-Herald.
Her parasol-the first of the season,
too-she placed beside her. She must
have been thinking deep thoughts, for
It was with a start that she signaled
the conductor to stop the-car-a start
that showed she had almost forgottet
deistlnation.
She illighted hurriedly. The cis
Started. Then a Male flutter of the
burdened hands, a gasp that eras al.
most audible, and an agOrdaed cee
traction of the pretty brows told the
man who had sat beside her that she
had forgotten something besides the
destination.
He was a man who thought quickly
In an instant he had seen, seise& ad
held aloft her _parasol. She aoddei
vigorously, motIoning him to throw t
to her, It wpitt ,done quickly, bu
the cart, pitilesp"asi time, was moving
&nu ter was oom
ly swey from her
betVq it 
Itonitt increasl
The man healtaMff. It was such •
pretty parasol. Such ruffles of chit.
SOW
She was following the car at a little
dog trot, but It was leaving her fas
behind. It had almost reached the
next corner.
The man waved the parasol at the
conductor. The car stopped. Every
o• ne watched while he ran to the cor
nor, carefully placed the fluffy, forgot.
ten thing on the sidewalk, then ran
back to the car.
The girl waved her hand in grateful
recognition. He waved his in-renun-
ciation, perhape.
As she reached the parasol a hand
spme young negro stooped to pick if
up and courteously handed it to her
as she exclaimed: "It is mine, thank
you."
But be was not a fairy prince-they
are always blond and blue-eyed, with
golden hair. Al ' the man who should
have received the tribute of her smiles
was leaving her far behind.
For this, you see, is • true story
And so they did not marry and live
happy ever after. Perhaps he was
married already and his dinner was
welting for him. At any rate, he saved
his carfare.
CONTRACT WITH A SULTAN
How an American Woman Put
Through a Five-Million-Dol-
lar Deal.
Looks Like His Turn.
The i!!optimist-Pay no attention to
knockers. They said the telephone
wouldn't work. They said the tele-
graph wouldn't work
The Pessimist-Well?
The Optimist-And now they say the
tying machine won't work.
The Pessimist- And even a keocker
is apt to be right some time-Chicago
Sun.
The story of an interview that once
took place between Mrs. Reader and
the sultan of Johore, India, is thus re-
lated by Juliet Wilbor Tompkins in
Everybody's:
"She named her conditions; the
right to issue $5,000,000 worth of six
rer cent. bonds. 120,000 acres of land
extending along the 120 miles of
track; tin mines-but here royalty de-
murred a attic he thought he would
keep all the tin mines. For the first
time the young contractor slipped into
feminine processes of reasoning and
set aside for a moment the urgent
business-full enthusiasm of the pro-
moter for the display of the human
girl who sees her pet project in dan-
ger of failure.
"'But you are so rich, you know
you don't need all those mines,' she
signed. 'and we do!'
"The sultan conceded the mines.
From an oriental point of view the
experience was perhaps cheap at the
• - He conceded the $5.00tJ,001,
worth of bonds, the 120,000 acres oi
!end. At the end of their three hours'
talk Era Pawls had in her possess.on
• $5.000,000 contract to build a rail-
road aeroas the state of Johore, and its
ruler had secured on fair terms a
roeans to wealth and civilization, the
need of which could no longer be ig-
nored. She had come to him at the
psychological moment, when the con-
tract was ripe for giving: 1,he hat
shown herself clear-headed and rato
lute master of the facts and frankly
open in her statements; she had de-
manded much, knowing the value ce
what she gave, but theae had -been nr
-eofohancea, oi4ra4ng443-etealkse
advantage. No doubt to one Melts
fumed to be approached by indirect
methods, by gifts and 11tter!et. ther
Was a wholesome convincingness in
this novel experience, a welcome
promise of good faith. At all events
he accepted freely and wholly."
Impressive Sermon.
Wife (returning from church to het
husband. who had stayed at hOme)-
You should have treird Dr. Doe's tier
mon this morning, my dear. I don't
know when anything hart made such
a profound impression on me. I think
It will make a better woman of me at
long as I live.
Husband-Did you walk home?
Wife--0, no; I took a car, and, do
you know, John, the conductor never
asked me for my fare, and so I eavee
a nickel. Wasn't I Iticky?-Strig
Stories.
The Truth.
The Editor-What have yop written
about the death of that bright young
Jenkins?
The Irish Reporter-Something nate
air, windin' up with these words: "He
leaves a brilliant future behind him'
-
In the Shoe Store.
"How is it," asked the visitor, "that
all your clerks nearly break their
necks to wait on Mrs. flotrox? You
lon't permit tipping, do you?"
"No," replied the propitiator. "it's
this way. She has a No. 4 too.'
"Yes."
"And she's willing to take a No. 4
shoe."-Chicago Sun.
Real Enjoyment.
"Yes, you can spend the day at
treaders's; but Moe good boy or your
papa will whip you."
"Teem."
"I don't see. how you get so much
enjoymeut out of talking to grandpa."
get him to tell Me about the lick-




The Illinois Central maintains dou-
ble daily service, and operates the
best of trains, with Dining Cars, Buf-
fet-Library Cars, Chair Cars and
Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, St.
Gine'nnati and Louisvire
rood for reaclong the Winter Tour
,ist resorts of the South, including
New Orleans, Vicksburg,
Havana Via New Orleans.
Havana, Cuba, is best reached via
the Illinois Central through service
to New Orleans and the new oceaa
liner, twin-screw, nineteen knot
S. S. Prince Arthur
leaving New Orleans every •Wedime-
day at 4:oo- ca. an- and arriving at
Havana at sunrise Friday morning.
Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.
"Which do you like best, mamma, Mo-
art or Beet hoven ?"
"Why. I like Beethoven best I think."
"I'm so glad, for I've just broken the
bust of Mozart in the parlor!"-Flie-
gende Biaetter.
Curious.
I never saw a barnacle e-srowing on a DOM
I never saw a star-fish with a star,
I've never seen a window see—I've seen •
window bUnd ,
But 1 never saw carbuncles on a car.
—Judge.
One Advantage.
Mrs. Donough—Aren't you dreadful-
ly put out when your congregation
goes to sleep while you are preaching?
Dr. Fourthly-Not at all, my dear
madam. I can preach the same ser-
mon again and, nobody will know the
difference, you see.-Cleveland Leader.
Natural Sequence.
Green-Did you ever hear of an' Im-
movable object being struck by an irre-
sistible force?
Brown-Yes.
Green-What was the result?
Brown-Both the women talked them-
selves hoarse. -Chic.go Daily News.
Overcoming Difficulties.
Mascagni-Brown-t tell you, Ethel, I
must have quiet it I'm to do any work!
Mrs. Mascagni-Brown-Well, my pet,
I must cook dinner.
Mascagni-Brown-Oh! If that's the
difficulty, we can soon remove that. .
give up work for a few weeks!
Social Problems.
Lumber Yard Lem-I hain't seen
Weary Y. !Oe around lately.
Seven League Saunders-No, he's dis-
guised himself as a college professor an'
than' as ore o' dem. He's goal' to write
a magazine article on der lives an' hab-
its.-Puck.
For Variety's Sake.
Mrs. Oldun-Did you marry for toes
or for money?
Mrs. Gagurl-Well, sometimes for
one and sometimes for the other.--
Cleveland Leader.
Of Course.
"Did you ever ride in a horselesa
carriage?"
"Sure. Did you think I was born be-
fore baby buggies were invented?"-
Houston Post.
Discovered.
"Why is this cheese so full of
holes?"
"That's all right. It needs all the
fresh air it can get." -Cleveland
Leader.
Observation.
Mother-Yes, Tommy, the doctor
brought. the baba
Johnny-Well, ma, he ain't very
good at matching samples, is he?--N.
Y. Sun.
Queer Polities.
Wild-Some dueer things in politics.
Ryer-For instance?
Wyld-A fellow has to set up the
liquids to make himself solid.-Judge.
Stirring Incidents.
Alice-Don't you think a cook book is
fascinating reading?
Clara-Yes, indeed. It contains so
many stirring Incidents.-Judge.
Another Instance.
Weary Wiale-4 see do Jape had to
take a bath before going into battle.
Dusty Rhodes - What was it dat Sher
man said about war?-N. Y. Sun.
Absurd.
"Don't you, like to sit here and see all
of the girls in their bathing suits?"
"Who ever PINT all of *girl in her bath-
ing suit?"-Houston Post.
When She Loves Him.
"Does it take Brown and his wife long
to make up after they have quarreled?"
"Only tt his next par-day."--Wit
S• 1,14 •
Daily Sleeping Car without change
Chicago to Hot Springs, with coa-
nections at Memphis from Cincinnati
and Louisville.
Through "Dixie Flyer" Sleeping
Car Line Sr. Louis to Jacksonville
south to New Orleans. The best
via Nashville, Chattanooga and At-
lanta.
TOUR EUROP2. FREE.
The Courier-Journal to Take Nine-
teen Young Women Abroad As
Its Guests.
The Conner-Journal Is conducting
a popularity contest that eclipses any-
thing of the kind ever promoted in
this section. Briefly, the Cowley-
Journal proposes to take on a seven
weeks' tour abroad nineteen young
women from Kentucky and Southern
Indiana, ali expenses paid, from the
day the party leaves Louisville, July
12, until it. returns to "The Old Ken-
tucky Home," August ao. To give
all a chance the Courier-Journal has
divided Lonisv'lle and Kentucicy and
Southern Indiana into eighteen dis-
tricts, and the most popular young
woman from each district is to be the
one to make the tour. The nine-
teenth young woman is to be selected
in another way. Readers of the
Courier-Journal are to select thy
guests for the paper, by ballot. It is
estimated that the trip alone will
cost the Courier-Journal about Us,-
000 to say nothing of incidental and
other necessary expnses. There may
be a young woman from this section
who is a candidate for this tour.
Waite the Courier-Journal, Louisville,
Ky., f list of candidates and full







Queen & Crescent Route
en•••••=•
"Florida Limited"-Leaving Louis-
ville at 8 a. m. daily connects at
Danville. Ky., with solid train of
Pullman sleepers and vestibuled
coaches via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
ariiving at Jacksogville at 8:50 a.
in. and St. Augustine to a. mis. next
day, without change. Dining car
serves all meals en route.
"Florida Special"-Leaving Louis-
ville 7:45 pc m., carries observation
sleeper daily except Sunday, Louis-
ville to St. Augustine, without
change via Chattan lg.. and Atlanta.
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 p.
m. and St. Augustine at to p. m.
next day. From Danville this is
solid train of drawing room sleepers,
composite car, obser-ation car. etc.
Dining car serves all meets en route.
Via the "Land of the Sky"-Pull-
man sleeper leaves LouiSvilic at 7:43
p. m. daily, running ti rough to
Knoxville, where ronnecticsi is made
at 9:35 a. m. with through slecpet
lb" Allwville; Co-
lumbia and Savannah, arriving at
Jacksonville at g a. in.
Winter Tourist:lic.kets
Good returning until May atet, arr
now on sale r' 'ow rates.
Variable Tours
Going via Ashevii.e and "Land at
the Sky" and "Sapraire Country"
and returnitra via Atlanta and Chat-
tanooga or vice versa.
For the "Lard of toe Sky," "Win-
ter Homes." rather handsomely
lustrated booklets, folders, rates, etc.,
address neer* of tht Southern
Railway or C. 11 1.11 igerforil, D.
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Alien,
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.













Is an essay by the eminent
Authority V/illiain F. Cathell an
M. D. 6f Baltimore. If you are
interested would be pleased to
give you a free copy, as we have
a limited supply would suggest




Railroad Commissioner Mac D.
Ferguson passed through here yes-
terday en route from LaCenter back
to Frankfort to resume attendance
at the commissioners' meeting there.
Mr. Garth Ferguson, of LaCenter,
was here" Yisfetday.
Mrs.''Ffank Ferriman will today re-
tuirofriith St. Louis, where she stop-
ped- over- while en route home frthit
New York..
fIstei‘Cooper, the screen man.
is ioirMiri a Southern drumming trip.
Catacilman Louis Kolb goes to
Eurek,a Springs next week for his
hearrIV whfch has been very bad the
gap few months.
sawmill-4,ot 4 Grogan was in
Smithlatiel yesterday on business.
'Mr. William Minnich has returned
fritifitill trip to Louisville.
SAPerintendent C. M. Lieb, of the
public schools, returned yesterday
afternoon at i o'clock from Murray.
• *serhere he went to testify in the Wal-
ter Holland 'killing case.
Captain Robert Ov..en is able to be
out after a several days confinement
with illness.
Mrs. Walter Shephard is here from
Fulton for a visit to relatives.
Hon. Hal S. Corbett returned yes-
terday from Mayfield where he went
on legal business.
Mr. Thomas Baskette yesterday re-
turned to Nashville, Tenn., after visit-
ing here.
Mr. Richard Holland and wife and
Mrs. Jesse Young have gone to New-
port. Ark to visit.
Mr. Quincy Wallace, the I. C.. car
worker, has gone to Chicago to at-
tend a meetin , of the protnetive
hoard for the carmen of the entire I.
C. system. He is secretary and
treasurer of the board.
Mr. G. W. Wood,son, the I. C.
Painter, goes .to Clarksville, Tenn.,
in a few days to reside.
:Clieniess Troutmap will today
re d mmSi. Louis where he ,has
been studying medicine.
Mr. M. B,. Austin and wit* of





.In connect with the best Foun-
'
'tam n SCIfTice, Zech Hayes has added
a fine line 9f
61.*
'Candy
and will continue to keep up the rep-
utation our fountain has for magnifi-
















R W. WALKER & CO.,
. INCORPORATED. .
troggists, •Fifth and Trway.
Both Phones 575.
THE CITY OFFICIALS
(Continued From First Page.)
Broad,. and then over Broad to
Fourth.
At the proper time the board of
works and committees will recom-
mend ordim.lces providing for con-
crete sidewalks along whichever of
the nine ne,.•,- blocks possible. It
cannot yet h.: told whether these im-
proved sidewalks can go down on
the east s'de of First from Jefferson
to Kentucky avenue or whether it
would be advisable to put, them on
second from Washington to Clark.
All this, though, will be attended to
at the proper time.
Store Sweepings
• At yesterday's joint meeting of the
street commi-.'ee and board of
works, Street Inspector Alonzo El-
liott informed the authorities that
every night tl • street cleaning de-
partment swe .12 and hauled away
all the dirt the thoroughfares
down in the bu-iness portion of the
city, but that by eight o'clock every
morning, it looked as if no cleaning
had been done, account of people
iii the stores do.entown sweeping
out their door and into the street
and gutter, the trash and refuse com-
ing from inside the business houses.
This left things in a very deplorable
condition each morning, and the of-
ficials decided to see \if the police
commissioners could not make the
police require everybody to abide by
the prevalent ordinance that provides
- heavy punishment of anybody
c-iivicted of sweeping, store trash
lit into the street. It is believed
several arrestes will bereak up the
objectionable practice which always
leaves the streets and gutters in
filthy condition, with their accumu-
lation of store sweepings.
Alleged
Counterfeiters
(Continued from First Page.)
---
like that used in turning out the bad
money: They were laid up on a
piece of timber running through cen-
ter of the room.
,During the trial -there was intro-
duced a letter which the officers in-
tercepted yesterday morning at the
cotrnty jail, and .which they state
was written hy Davis who had it
started towards Ingram, but it was
gotten before redehing the latter's
hands. In the lettet Davis told In-
gram that he, Davis, had told the
authorities that they went to rear of
Petter's store to load dice, and that
he, Ingram, must stick to that story
and testify in no other manner..
Witten shown this on the witness
stand, Davis kicknowk,dged that its 
The Stock of Henry A. 'Must* hi
To Be Sold to Satisfy Momenta,
svas his writing.
—Other
After hearing all the evidence. 
Court Actions.
Conunissioner Gardner held both
over to the graa , jury. Davis in
$1,500 bond $1,000 bond.
Ingram d what became
of the balance the bad money
made, and c9ntends that Davis did
the manufacturing.'
Donella. the United States de-
tective. expetga .return today at
noon to Citedifgati, as it will take un-
til then for he and -local Detectives
Moore and Baker to strighten up
some side matters connecting with
the case. They -think they have a
strong charge ageing% both.
CHAUTAUQUA
INCORPORATING ARTICLES
LODGED WITH THE CLERK
YESTERDAY.
President John S. Bleecker Will Call
a Meeting Within Few Days to
Take Up Matters.
Yesterday morning in the county
clerk's office was filed the articles of
incorporation for • the "Paducah
Chautauqua association" that will
have charge of the ten day's gather-
ing to be given in this city during the
month of June. The incorporators
are Charles Thompson, Charles
Weille and Dr. J. Robert
Coleman. The association capi-
talizes at $200, they selecting this
small sum which is enough to get the
body of men incorporated.
Mr. John S. Bleecker, who has been
decided upon as president of the
Chautauqua association, yesterday
said that he had not yet decided what
date he would call together the in-
corporators and other stockholders
for the purpose of electing all the
officials who have been agreed upon,
but that probabilities are it would be
the last of this week or first of next.
There is no actual hurry for this,
as it is nearly three months until
the Chautauqua but despite this lack
for undue haste MT. Bleecker will see
business accommulate in connection
with the huge project but continue
gradually getting their details worked
out things running along in smooth
continued 'order, which will relieve
the promoters of unusual, starting off
their work of preparation...
The programme is now being
worked out and at the next meeting
something will be done in this con-
nection, as there will also be as per-
tains to the place the chautauqua will
be conducted.
This site for the mamoth assem-
blage is now worrying the parties be-
hind the movement. Wallace park is
a fine place but the street railway
people are not overly anxious for it
to be used, as it would injure the
park for thousands to spend ten days
there. Experience with last fall's
state military encampment evidenced
this fact. The committee on grounds
is looking around for a site but
nothing definite has ever been
reached yet in this respect.
EXECUTE BOND
LOCAL NEWS
--The testimony will be finished
today.,-at Benton in the Walter Hol-
land killing case and tile arguments
started.
—Mr. Henry Hazotte, the clothier,
is on the sick list.
—Commodore V. Randolph, of 1102
North Eighth street, of this city, has
been granted by the Washington, D.
C., department a patent on lie in-
vented journal bearing Mr use by
railroads. •
—Rev. J. W. Blackard will lecture
on "A Trip to Europe" at the Broad-
way M. E. church on Thursday night.
Mrs. Schofield and Mr. Robert Scott
will render several musical numbers.
Admission 25 cents.
Baggagemaster W. 13.
Miasettheinter --of ---the -Onion -depot,
is ill vvith Pneumonia.
Mr. Charles Halliday, the postman,
continues quite sick with stomach
trouble at -ther home on South Sixth
street.
--My. and Mrs. James' Wade of
Theirman street have a new girl baby.
WANTS SITE.
**cock Hosiery Company Wants to
Enlarge Their Plant.
•
Yesterday at a meeting of the
Commercial club directors the Ay-
cock 1-Posiery factory that now uses
the second floor of 'Barksdales old
grocery at Fifth 'and Jones streets,
agreed to put up a $7,000 building, if
the club would give them so site that
will cost about $1,300 The proposi-
tion was accepted and the club is now
canvassing for the money to select
the site later. The hosiery company
now employs 35 people, and will in
their new plant increase this to
eeventy-five. They- manufacture
stockings of all kind.
PHILLIP STEPHON MUST DO
THAT BY TODAY FOR DIS-
TILLERY.
•
As yet Phillip Stephon has not ex-
ecuted bond to Trustee Arthur Mar-
tin. of the Dr. H. T. Heuig bank-
ruptcy case, wherein Stephen guar-
antees the time payments he is to
make on the Hessig distillery that he
bought ten days ago when the trustee
of the estate sold same under bank-
ruptcy court orders. Trustee Martin
yesterday said he had given Stephon
until today to execute the bond,
guaranteeing the deferred payments,
and that he had no doubt but what
it would be done. Stephon put up
$soo to bind the deal when he
bought in the distilkry that sits in
Mechanicsburg and if he does not
execute bond for the balance of the
money due on the distillery, his $soo
is forfeted, but this is not expected.
It is believed that Stephon bought
in the distillery for Ifiessig himself.
• Oot $5,00o Judgment.
News from Elizabeth,•Ky., yester-
day was that the jury in the circuit
court there had given judgment for
1e.000 against the Illinois Central
railroad in favor of Mrs. Laura Stith,
on account of the death of her hus-
band, Engineer Robert Stith, who
was killed during an I. C. collision
near Caneyville, Ky.. during 1902.
Stith was well known in Paducah,
out of which city he 'ran for a long
white for the I. C.
Sell Grocery.
Yesterday Justice Charles Emery
ale judgment- fee -the -leveret "lei
tiffs in the suits of the St. Louis
Dressed Beef company, Thompson
Bros, and Rosenblatt and companyo
all outside floes, against Henry A.
Phone 33-r
Douglas, the party who -formerly ran THE RIVERS
a grocery and saloon. on South Third
between Tennessee and, Norton
streets. Douglas owed all these par-
ties for .goods bought, and the com-
bined' judgments amount to about
$2oo. The justice ordered that there
be sold in ten days by the sheriff the
Douglas ste.eck so the money can be
taken to pay off the judgments.
ROBT. BURNS
PR.OGR.AMME
This tnorning-af their opening ex-
ercises the high school pupils of the
Washington building on. West Broad
way, will have another of the Robert
Burns programmes, which is as fol-
lows:
..Piano Solo—A Song Without
Words—Mendelsohn, Misses Ella
Wilhelm, Mary Bondurant, Carrie
Ham.
Paper—"The Ayrshire Plowman
—Miss _Lily Mayes Sutherland.
Reading—"A Man's a Man for a
That"—William Bell,
Violin Solo--"Flow, Gently, Sweet
Afton"---Miss Annie Eades, accom-
panied by Miss Edna Eades.
Lines to Burns—Composed
read by Miss Cassanra Ware.
School Track Meet.
The athletic club of the, high
school has received a letter fe* the
athletics of the Hopkinsville public
school, in which this latter city
scholars want the Paducah club to,
arrange for a track meeting he& be.
tweet* Hopkinsville, Paducah; Me-;
tropolis and Cairo, sometime
summer. The Paducah boys
now arranging for the big me
will accept the Hopkinsville t I-
lange in plenty of time to give them
a chance. This and many other ath-
letic sports are being arranged for
by the lads here.
.Another Production. '
Miss Carolyne Ham, who wrote
the little play "Dead Brokers" -that
was produced some weeks ago at the
Washingto building by the high
sohool students, has whitten another,
"Maid and Mistress" which the
scholars will shortly present also.
She is quite a talented miss. and her
first attempt made quite a hit.
Painted Fire Escape.
The men have finished painting
afresh the outside of the spiral fire
escape at the Washington school
building on West Broadway, and it
is now in first class condition.
Hereafter all metal work and such
other things like this around the pub
Fe schools, exposed to the elements
will be painted anew every two years










Mt. Carmel, 89; rising.
Nashville, 14.9; rising.
Pittsburg, 7.8; rising.
Davis Island Dam, 8.9; rising.
St. Louis, 13.6; standing.
Mt. Vernon, 21.0; rising.
Paducah, 22.0; rising. •
The Saltilree yesterday passed out
of the Tennessee river bound for St.
Louis.
This afternoon at five o'clock the
steamer Clyde gets out for the Ten-
tiesse'e river and returns here again
next NItenday night.
...rh5 City of Savannah is due to
pass out of the Tennessee river Sat-
urday or Friday en route back to St.
Louis. .
There gets out for Cairo this morn-
ling at eight o'clock, the steamer DickFowkr. She comes back tonight
'about eleven. .
The: John S. Hopkins went to
F.vontajlte yesterday and comes to-
mom*.
"The Joe Fowler conies' in this
from Evansville and gets
tk.-eittain right away on her return
trip.'-
The Bottorff will get here this
morning from Clarkeville and leaves
innutgliately for Nashville.
The Steamer Kentucky comes out
f the Teneeiiiee river lat tomorrowmAila
'gift. and l ays bete until 5 o'clock
tufday afternoon before departing
on her return that way.' '
Yeeterday the Georgia Lee got out
of Cincinnati and reaches here next
Friday on her way down to Mem-
phis.
A special from Decatur, Ala . says:
"During a heavy wind today the ,
steamer Chattanoo-!. was blown
crossways while passing through the
draw span o: the Tennessee river
bridge, her top riggings striking the
bridge, breaking the hog chains
which brace her wheel and rendering
her unfit for service. She was taken
to thowshipyard in New Decatur for
repaill* She was bound for Chatta-
nooga and carried a heavy cargo of
freight and passengers."
FOR SALE—CHEAP 5-ROOM,
DWELLING. BATH AND PAN-
TRY; STABLE. PHQNE mt.
G. ..W.. KATTERJOHM ..11111
SOUTH ELEVENTH STREET.
WANTS 
FOR RENT-- -Furnished room,
1152 Jefferson St.
FOR RENT—Rooms for Lice peo-
ple, at Seventh and Jefferson streets.
FOR RENT—Front room, furnace
heat, sip Washington St. Telephone
142.
FOR RENT—Paducah Wagon
Works machinery, new and complete.
Apply to I- S. DuBois.
MFOR RENT—odern 8 •rootned
house, all improvements, West End.
Apply to L. S. DuBois.
FOR RENT—House at Third and
Jackson, next to drug store. Sewer-
age connections. Npply 1). A.
Yeiser.
LOST—Lady's gold closed face
Watch, with-gold fob attached. Re-
turn to The Register and receive re-
ward. Lost either on St. Louis train
or inside city.
FOR SALE—At low prices, one
large fire proof safe, typewriters.
desks, and other office furniture and
fixtures, by Wfeaks brothers and com-









and their big company in the fun-






THE 810 FUN SUCCIL.311
Prices 25, 35. 50, 75. arid x.00. Seats
on sale Wednesday.
LOST—A gold crows wenn AS a Subscribe for tin Daily Register. 
charm Return to Register and Delivered to your home toe le maul
be rewarded. a 'reels. ..1111111
Tie foremost sing er on the American
concert stage. .
Mr. Bispham will appear in song recital in Paducah March
21st. Ask him why he prefers
num ram
is his artistic work. , t to such severe
has won battle after le until it has no
.e,
It is preferred by most first class artists
make of piano, 'Ind titst flecanse of its






Fred . Watson & Bro.





PrFittner: $ 1 Gold NM
1 and Sslid BidAdjusted $5.001
EYES TESTED FREE
By Expert. Graduate Optician
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
J. L. WO LFF,_
JEWELER & OPTICIAN
327 Broadway.
Prospects for Shortage of Coal April I
Buy TRADE-WATER COAL now and save money
COAL FOR WAGONS AT ELEVATOR. LUMP 13 CENTS PER BUSHEL . . HUT 12 CENTS PER BUSHEL
PROMPT DELIVERY. Both Telephones 254
Foot of
S°t tr IeTt . West Kentucky Coal Co.
Incorporated
•
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